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Abstract
Fragmentation Dynamics of Small Molecules upon Multiple Ionization by
X-Ray Free-Electron Laser Pulses
The ionization and fragmentation dynamics of small molecules (CH3 SeH, C2 H5 SeH,
CH3 I, and ICl) triggered by intense ultrashort soft X-ray pulses delivered by the Linac
Coherent Light Source are investigated employing coincident three-dimensional ion momentum spectroscopy.
This work aims at investigating the role of the molecular environment in multiple innershell photoionization and the accompanying electronic relaxation processes by studying
molecular systems containing a single constituent of high nuclear charge Z, i.e. selenium
or iodine, such that photoabsorption is almost exclusively localized at the core-shells of
these heavy atoms. By comparing the level of ionization for the molecules containing selenium or iodine with results on isolated krypton and xenon atoms, signatures of efficient
charge redistribution within the molecular environment are observed. Measured kinetic
energies and angular distributions of the ionic fragments in comparison to the outcome
of a simple Coulomb explosion model allow tracking down the evolution of the molecular
geometry, revealing considerable displacement of the nuclei on the time scale of sequential multiple ionization. The results obtained have considerable implications for coherent
diffractive imaging, providing a direct measure of radiation damage (displacement of nuclei
and electronic rearrangement) on the time scale of the X-ray pulse and the length scale of
the individual atoms.

Fragmentierungsdynamik kleiner Moleküle nach mehrfacher Innerschalenionisation durch Röntgenpulse eines Freie-Elektronen-Lasers
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird die Fragmentierung kleiner Moleküle (CH4 SeH, C2 H6 Se,
CH3 I und ICl) nach mehrfacher Innerschalenionisation durch ultrakurze Röntgenpulse der
Linac Coherent Light Source mittels dreidimensionaler Ionen-Impulsspektroskopie untersucht.
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, den Einfluss der molekularen Umgebung auf die mehrfache
Ionisation und die elektronischen Zerfallsprozesse zu bestimmen. Hierzu werden Moleküle
untersucht, welche genau ein schweres Atom wie Jod oder Selen enthalten. Diese Elemente besitzen, im Vergleich zu den leichteren molekularen Bestandteilen, einen um ein
Vielfaches höheren Absorptionsquerschnitt. Dies bewirkt, dass die Absorption nahezu
ausschließlich in den inneren Schalen dieser schweren Atome stattfindet. Durch den Vergleich der erzeugten Ladungszustände im Molekül und jener in einzelnen Edelgasatomen
(Xe, Kr), welche vergleichbare Innerschalen-Elektronenkonfigurationen und Absorptionsquerschnitte haben, werden Signaturen von Ladungsumverteilung im Molekül deutlich.
Die kinetischen Energien der ionischen Fragmente sowie deren Winkelverteilungen geben in
Kombination mit Simulationen Aufschluss über die sich ändernde Geometrie des Moleküls.
Sie zeigen, dass eine deutliche Bewegung der Kerne bereits auf der Zeitskala der mehrfachen
Photonenabsorption einsetzt. Diese Resultate sind unter anderem relevant für Coherent
Diffractive Imaging-Anwendungen, da sie eine direkte Abschätzung des herbeigeführten
Strahlenschadens in Form von Bewegungen von Elektronen und Kernen auf der Zeitskala
des Röntgenpulses und der Größenskala einzelner Atome liefern.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the discovery of a ”new form of radiation” by W.C. Röntgen in Würzburg
in 1895 [1], X-rays have been successfully utilized for structural investigations of
matter. In the early days, people were fascinated by the ability to image bones in
a living human hand through tissue and muscles. Soon, this groundbreaking new
invention manifested itself as an application in science and everyday life and until
today, X-rays play a major role in modern medicine [2].
Due to their high photon energy, and correspondingly, very small wavelength,
X-rays represent an excellent tool for direct imaging of matter on the length scales
of atomic structure, which is on the order of 1 Å (10−10 m), as is illustrated in
figure 1.1. This was realized as early as 1912, when pioneering studies of M. von
Laue, W.H. Bragg, W.L. Bragg and others revealed the unique capabilities of X-rays
for the analysis of crystalline structures. The key idea was to add up weak X-ray
scattering from the individual objects (atoms) of a periodic assembly of the sample
to obtain a measurable integrated signal. First experiments employed diffraction
on single crystals [3], and were later extended towards powder diffraction by P.
Debey and P. Scherrer [4]. Since then, X-ray diffraction gradually developed into an
indispensable technique for structure determination in a broad range of disciplines,
from condensed matter physics to biology, and created most of our current knowledge
on macromolecular structures including such milestone findings as the discovery of
the double-helix shape of DNA in 1953 [5].
Besides crystallographic imaging applications, X-rays proved to be a unique tool
for studying the electronic structure of matter and its chemical composition. Throughout the 20th century, a variety of techniques exploiting X-ray scattering, absorption
1

Figure 1.1: The electromagnetic spectrum with an overview of the wavelength and the corresponding size of typical objects (taken from reference [6]).

or emission (fluorescence) [7, 8, 9], as well as photoionization-based methods such
as photoelectron spectroscopy [10] have been developed for studies of single atoms,
molecules and extended liquid or condensed matter systems. These techniques benefit from the fact that X-rays at a given wavelength predominantly interact with a
particular electronic shell of a specific atom. This site- and shell-specificity allows
studying the electronic structure of the isolated atom and then to find specific signatures of this structure in different chemical environments, providing the basis for
various chemical and solid-state analysis methods.
Technologically, the field of X-ray science advanced dramatically with the advent
of accelerator-based synchrotron light sources [11]. These machines deliver X-ray
photon beams much more intense than all previous X-ray sources such as X-ray
tubes, and are readily tunable over a broad range of wavelengths. Therefore, a large
portion of today’s frontier X-ray research is carried out at synchrotron radiation
facilities located all around the world.
In the first decade of the 21st century, a new generation of accelerator-based X-ray
sources, X-ray Free-Electron Lasers (XFELs) were developed. XFELs combine the
short wavelength range and tunability of synchrotron sources with a huge increase in
photon numbers per pulse, shorter pulse durations, and add the coherence of optical
lasers, thus delivering femtosecond X-ray bursts with a peak brilliance that is nine
orders of magnitude higher than found at modern synchrotrons. Among numerous
potential scientific and technological applications opened up by these new facilities,
their development was especially motivated by the concept of coherent diffraction
2
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imaging of non-crystalline objects and the opportunities of ultrafast time-resolved
experiments with X-rays.
Two basic limitations of conventional X-ray crystallographic imaging are, on the
one hand, radiation damage (i.e., a change in the electronic structure and the nuclear positions) induced by X-ray photons and, on the other hand, the necessity
to grow crystals large enough to provide an interpretable integrated signal without
exceeding the damage threshold. It was suggested in [12, 13] that XFEL pulses can
deliver enough photons to generate a diffraction signal from a single non-crystalline
macromolecule within an ultrashort time window, such that all radiation damage
phenomena occur only after the image is already obtained. If successful, this ”diffract
before destroy” approach has the potential to revolutionize structural biology and
to make a large impact on material science. At the same time, ultrashort (femtosecond) pulse durations of XFELs allow combining time-resolved techniques developed
in modern femtochemistry based on optical lasers, with the unique imaging capabilities of X-rays, thus, nurturing the dream of producing a ”movie” of molecular
reactions on their natural (”atomic”) length and time scales.
The world’s first X-ray FEL, the Linac Coherent Light Source in Stanford, has
been commissioned in 2009. During the first years of operation, numerous exciting studies, including proof-of-principle coherent diffraction imaging experiments on
single nanoscale particles [14, 15, 16, 17] have been performed. It was shown that
the use of intense and ultrashort X-ray pulses drastically reduces the size of the
crystals necessary to obtain an image by X-rays, opening a new field of femtosecond nanocrystallography [18, 19, 20]. However, the limits in resolution set by the
radiation damage [21, 20] as well as the feasibility and limitations of single-particle
imaging are still the subject of active studies. Here, the key issues are the mechanisms and time scales of radiation damage on the atomic scale. Therefore, in parallel
to the developments in X-ray imaging techniques, measurements aimed at understanding the behavior of simple systems such as isolated atoms [22, 23, 24], diatomic
molecules [25, 26, 27] and small rare gas clusters [28] were conducted at the LCLS.
These experiments revealed novel effects such as double or multiple core-hole creation and frustrated X-ray absorption [22, 25, 26, 27, 28], and showed that very high
levels of ionization can be achieved (e.g., up to 36+ in xenon atoms [24]).
In a way, these experiments on small quantum systems represent an extension of
the inner-shell X-ray photoionization studies on atoms and molecules, performed at
3

synchrotron facilities over the last few decades, into the new regime of multi-photon
interactions. Although the possibility to absorb more than one photon to release a
bound electron from an atom was theoretically predicted by M. Göppert-Mayer already in 1931 [29] and has been extensively studied in the infrared, optical, and ultraviolet spectral regions since the development of lasers in the beginning of 1960s [30],
it was until very recently, never observed in the X-ray domain because of the limited peak intensities of the available radiation sources. At XFELs however, the
multi-photon processes represent the dominant light-matter interaction mechanisms
and, thus, are decisive for understanding matter response and damage phenomena.
In polyatomic systems, multi-photon absorption, electronic relaxation upon innershell ionization, and nuclear motion in the course of photo-induced fragmentation
all proceed on comparable (femtosecond) time scales, resulting in complicated and
interweaved many-particle dynamics.
In this work, the ionization and fragmentation dynamics of small molecular
systems irradiated by intense LCLS pulses are investigated. The highly-ionized
molecules dissociate via a multitude of different pathways, producing several ionic
fragments which carry information reflecting both, initial molecular geometry, as well
as ionization and relaxation dynamics. In this work, these fragments are detected
in coincidence using a 3D-momentum imaging spectrometer, thus determining the
final charge state of the entire system, as well as charge states, kinetic energies, and
emission angles of individual ions.
For this study, molecules containing a single high-Z constituent, namely selenium
or iodine, represent ideal benchmark systems for several reasons. First, the large
photoabsorption cross section of heavy atoms increases the total number of photons
absorbed, allowing to focus on novel multi-photon effects. Second, and most important, because of the large difference in the absorption cross section between the
high-Z constituent and the rest of the molecule, the initial photoabsorption is localized on this atom, allowing to study subsequent charge redistribution mechanisms
and the role of the molecular environment. Finally, theoretical studies for coherent
diffractive imaging with intense X-FEL pulses [31] predict that the enhanced local radiation damage in the vicinity of heavy atom constituents might significantly
disturb the interpretation of diffraction data [20].
Comparing the charges induced in the molecules containing selenium and iodine
with the charge levels measured for isolated krypton and xenon atoms, which have
4
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similar inner-shell electronic configuration and absorption cross sections, it is found
that a significant part of the total charge induced in the molecule is redistributed
from the absorbing atom to the molecular environment. The experimental results
suggest that at least part of this charge rearrangement occurs on a very short time
scale. From the measured kinetic energies of the ionic fragments and from the experimental determination of the number of photons absorbed by the system, it is
concluded that the atomic nuclei are considerably displaced on the time scale of
the ionization process defined by the pulse duration and the lifetimes of the innershell vacancies with respect to electronic relaxation processes such as Auger decays.
These results clearly indicate that all imaging schemes aimed at ”outrunning” radiation damage effects require ultrashort pulses of few femtosecond duration, and
that local ”hot spots” of increased radiation damage in the vicinity of high-Z atoms
(Z: nuclear charge; e.g., iron or sulfur impurities in biological systems) have to be
taken into account for the interpretation of corresponding imaging data. Finally, it
is demonstrated that coincident Coulomb explosion imaging can provide information
on the spatial orientation of the molecule even for the case of sequential few-photon
induced fragmentation. This can be exploited for determining molecular orientation as a basis for further applications, such as photoelectron spectroscopy in the
molecular frame.
This thesis is structured in the following way: In chapter 2, the fundamentals of
inner-shell photoionization and subsequent decay processes are discussed for atomic
and molecular systems, in particular addressing the role of the molecular environment and molecular fragmentation dynamics triggered by ionization. This discussion
is followed by an introduction to the Coulomb Explosion Imaging (CEI) technique
for determination of molecular structures, and a Coulomb explosion simulation used
for comparison to the experimental data. Chapter 3 describes properties and basic operation principles of the LCLS XFEL, and the CFEL ASG Multi-Purpose
experimental endstation (CAMP) used to perform 3D-momentum imaging ion spectroscopy of the molecular fragments. In chapter 4, the experimental results for the
four molecular systems, methylselenol, ethylselenol, iodine chloride, and methyl iodide are presented and discussed. Finally, chapter 5 summarizes the findings for all
molecular systems studied and provides an outlook into future experiments in this
actively evolving field.
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Chapter 2
X-Ray Photoionization and
Photofragmentation of Small
Quantum Systems
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter may result in the ejection
of one or a few bound electrons into the continuum, which is called photoionization.
It can be caused by the absorption of a single photon with sufficient energy, or by
many low-energy photons. At high photon energies of 100 keV and higher, inelastic Compton scattering dominates. In molecules, photoionization often leads to the
breakup of the system into few constituents, a process called photodissociation or
photofragmentation. The resulting electrons and ions carry information about the
initial state of the system, such as electronic structure, composition of the sample,
chemical binding etc., as well as about the dynamics of the (multiple) ionization
process. Therefore, photoionization studies have nowadays become a powerful research tool in atomic, molecular, and condensed matter physics, physical chemistry,
and material sciences.
Ionization induced by single-photon absorption has been the subject of extensive studies using, at first, tabletop VUV and X-ray sources and later tunable synchrotron radiation, whereas multi-photon processes were, until recently, observed
only at lower photon energies, mostly using intense optical or infrared lasers. A new
generation of accelerator-based light sources, Free-Electron Lasers (FELs), which
combine the high photon energies of synchrotron sources with the huge photon
numbers and short pulse durations of modern optical laser systems, have now made
7
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multi-photon multiple ionization in the XUV and X-ray regimes experimentally accessible. New physical processes that occur when matter interacts with short-pulsed
high-frequency radiation of unprecedentedly high-intensity are under extensive experimental and theoretical investigation.
Fundamental processes triggered by the absorption of a single X-ray photon in
atomic systems will be overviewed in section 2.1.1 through 2.1.3, whereas their
extension into the new regime opened up by XUV and X-ray FELs will be described
in section 2.1.4. It is followed by the discussion of molecular effects, in particular
X-ray induced fragmentation of molecules, in section 2.2. The specific technique
of Coulomb Explosion Imaging, employed to determine molecular structure and
orientation, will be presented in section 2.3, including the description of a computer
simulation used to model the Coulomb explosion of small molecules in section 2.3.1.

2.1

Photoionization of Atomic Systems

The simplest system in atomic physics is a hydrogen or hydrogen-like atom. It
consists of a nucleus and an electron of mass me that is bound by the Coulomb
force. The time-independent Schrödinger equation describing the wavefunction ψ
of the electron and, thus, also the stationary states or orbitals of such a hydrogen
system can be written in the following way, assuming the nucleus to have an infinite
mass:



h̄2 2
e2
Hψ(r, θ, φ) = −
∆ −
ψ(r, θ, φ) = Eψ(r, θ, φ)
2me
4π0 r

(2.1)

Here, ψ is given in spherical electronic coordinates r, θ, and φ; h̄ is Planck’s constant;
e is the electron charge; 0 is the dielectric constant; E are the system’s eigenvalues;
and ∆2 is the Laplacian operator. The wavefunction ψ can be written as:
ψ(r, θ, φ) = Rn,l (r) Ylml (θ, φ)

(2.2)

using a wavefunction that is separated into a radial part, Rn,l (r), and an angular
part, Ylml (θ, φ). With this ansatz, the hydrogen atom can be described by three
independent quantum numbers n, l, ml . While the radial part Rn,l is given by the
principal quantum number n and l, the spherical harmonics Ylml depend on the
angular momentum quantum number l and the magnetic quantum number ml . The
total angular momentum also depends on the spin quantum number ms , which is the
8
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z-component of the electron angular spin and which can be derived from a relativistic
treatment of the problem.
It is common to denote the principal numbers n = 1, 2, 3, ... by K, L, M, ...,
respectively, and the angular momentum number l = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... by s, p, d, f, ....
The magnetic quantum number can have values ml = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ..., ±l whereas
the spin quantum number can be ms = ±1/2.
These quantum numbers define the so-called atomic orbitals,and the square of
the corresponding wave function yields the probability of finding an electron in this
specific state. As part of the atomic orbital model, they represent the basic building
blocks that can be used to construct (in approximation) the electron cloud of a
multi-electron atom.
However, with multiple electrons in the system, each of the Ne electrons interacts
with the attractive Coulombic potential of the nucleus plus the repulsive potential
of the other electrons. This can be accounted for in the Schrödinger equation by
adding electron correlation terms. An exact solution of this equation however is not
possible, but approximation methods like, for example, (many-body) perturbation
theory within the central field approximation [32] can provide solutions with an
accuracy that is sufficient in many cases. Nevertheless, it is an active field of research
being of paramount importance in astrophysics to benchmark atomic structure codes
by experimental precision data [33] in order to interpret high-resolution spectra of
astrophysical objects. A common way to obtain many-electron wavefunctions for
electrons in the ground states of atoms is the Hartree-Fock-Slater method [34].

2.1.1

The Process of Photoionization

When an atom absorbs a photon of energy Eγ = h̄ω, with the angular frequency
ω and the Planck constant h̄, the electronic system can either undergo a boundbound transition between the initial Ei and the final (many-electron) energy level
Ef that fulfills the condition Ei − Ef = h̄ω or, if the photon energy exceeds the
atomic ionization potential, an electron is emitted into the continuum with the
excess kinetic energy Ekin = h̄ω − Ei , assuming that all remaining electrons are left
in their initial state.
For bound-bound transitions with a discrete energy interval ∆E around h̄ω =
Ei − Ef the so called linewidth ∆E is connected with the lifetime ∆t of the final
9
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bound state by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle:
∆E∆t ≥ h̄/2

(2.3)

or, in units commonly used in spectroscopy:
∆E[eV]∆t[fs] ≥ 0.659

(2.4)

These transitions are also called resonances. Denoting the binding energy of an
electron in a specific orbital of a many-electron atom with Ebind , the density of resonances becomes very high as the photon energy approaches Ebind with the electron
being excited into the corresponding Rydberg series. Above this energy, the ever
closer spaced states merge into a continuum.
Atomic photoionization can be described by the total photoionization cross section σ(ω), the partial photoionization cross section σi (ω), and the angular anisotropy
parameters βi (ω), where i stands for the quantum numbers of the ionized electron
in a certain sub-shell of the atom [35]. The cross section is defined as the number of
ionized electrons per unit time divided by the number of incident photons per unit
time per unit area and, thus, has the dimension of length squared – usually given in
cm2 or barn (1cm2 = 1024 barn). Total and partial cross sections are connected by
P
σ(ω) = i σi (ω) [36]. The angular anisotropy β is of crucial importance for many
investigations of ionization in atomic and molecular systems, but in this work it will
not be further discussed as it plays a minor role in the interpretation of the results
presented here.
The interaction of a bound electron with the electromagnetic field whose vector
~ can be approximated by the operator ih̄e A
~∇
~ neglecting strong-field
potential is A
me
~ 2 . Within time-dependent perturbation theory and using the
terms proportional to A
~ ∼ ei~k~r−ωt ≈ 1
dipole approximation for the QED single photon absorption part of A
one obtains for the partial photoionization cross section in a one-electron picture in
atomic units:
σi (ω) =

4π 2
| hψf |~r|ψi i |2
ωc

(2.5)

with the one-electron wavefunctions1 of the initial state ψi and final state ψf [35].

1

D
E D
E
~ i ∝ ψf |~ṙ|ψi ≈ hψf |~r|ψi i.
Using ψf |∇|ψ
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Figure 2.1: Total photoabsorbtion cross sections of atomic oxygen, carbon, selenium, and
krypton. Note that the total cross section is the sum of all partial cross sections (not shown)
for the individual shells of the atom. Data taken from reference [37].

2.1.2

X-Ray Ionization

With respect to the photon energy needed to ionize an atom, valence electrons are
easiest to free into the continuum. This makes valence ionization accessible with for
example ultra-violet (UV) tabletop lasers.
With photons of higher energy, inner-shell electrons of atoms become accessible
with single photons. The energies required to ionize these electrons range from 55 eV
photons for (1s) ionization in lithium, to energies beyond 105 eV for (1s) ionization
of heavy atoms with atomic number Z > 90. Thus, sources with higher photon
energies than those provided by tabletop lasers, e.g. X-ray tubes and synchrotrons
are needed.
Generally, the photoionization cross section decreases with increasing photon energy, not taking into account the specific absorption edges. Also, the cross section
is higher for higher-Z atoms. This can be seen from total photoabsorption cross
sections of carbon, oxygen, selenium, and krypton in figure 2.1.
At certain energies corresponding to the ionization potential of particular electronic shells, the cross section increases significantly, forming a series of absorption
edges for many electron atoms. The photoabsorption cross section is an atom specific property and the general shape away from the edges can be described with the
11
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use of the empirical Victoreen formula
µ(E) = cE −3 + dE −4

(2.6)

where c and d are shell and atom specific fit parameters (see reference [38]).
Because of the strong energy dependency of the photoabsorption cross section,
the photon energy can often be tuned to ionize mostly one specific electronic shell
of a certain atom. Combined with the energy tunability of accelerator-based lightsources, this makes X-rays a unique tool for studying shell-specific excitation and
ionization. The selectivity of photoionization and the possibilities this offers for
molecular spectroscopy play an important role in this work and will be discussed in
section 2.2.1.

2.1.3

Decay Processes

After X-ray photoionization, the atom has an inner-shell vacancy and is in a highly
excited state. There are usually a variety of energy dissipation or decay processes
that are energetically possible. In these relaxation processes, the inner-shell vacancy
is filled by an outer-shell electron and the difference in binding energy is dissipated
mainly via two different and competing mechanisms – fluorescence decay and Auger
decay.
Fluorescence Decay, is a radiative decay where an X-ray photon of energy
h̄ω = Ei − Ef

(2.7)

is emitted while an electron from an outer-shell of energy Ei fills the inner-shell
vacancy at the energy level Ef (see figure 2.2 (a) for an example). In this process,
the charge state of the atom remains the same as no further electrons are excited or
released into the continuum.
The probability of spontaneous emission of dipole-radiation is:
Pi,f =

2e2 ωfi3
| hψf |~r|ψi i |2
30 hc3

(2.8)

with the dipole-matrix element hψf |~r|ψi i, where ψi and ψf are the electronic wave
functions of the initial and final states [39]. With the transition energy ωfi scaling
12
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the main de-excitation processes possible after creation of an innershell vacancy, namely fluorescence and Auger decay. Also higher-order ionization processes,
i.e. shake-up and shake-off, are sketched.

like ωfi ∝ Z 2 for a given dipole-allowed transition and assuming hydrogen-like orbitals with r ∝ 1/Z (because of the hydrogenic character of the inner orbitals), the
probability scales as Pi,f ∝ Z 4 .

Auger Decay is a competing non-radiative relaxation channel. It is the release
of a second electron as the transition energy of the electron filling the inner-shell
vacancy is transmitted via Coulomb interaction. This second electron is carrying
the excess energy
Ekin = |Ei | − |Ef | − |Ebind |

(2.9)

where Ebind is the binding energy of the freed electron.
If the excess energy is not only transformed into kinetic energy of an electron
but partly into an additional excitation of an outer-shell electron, this is called a
satellite Auger transition. For a so-called double Auger, the excess energy is enough
to release two electrons at the same time.
The Auger decay increases the ion charge state by one, for Auger and satellite
Auger, or even by two in the case of double Auger decay. A common way to name
these transitions is by giving the shell of the vacancy that is filled, followed by the
13
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Figure 2.3: Overview of fluorescence-yield dependence on atomic number Z for K-, L-, and
M -vacancy decay.2

original shell of the electron that is filling and the shell of the electron that is released
due to the excess energy. An example of a KLL Auger decay is given in figure 2.2(b).
If the electron vacancy is in the same shell as the electron filling the inner-shell
vacancy, and an electron of an outer-shell is released, this is called a Coster-Kronig
decay, e.g. LLM decay depicted in figure 2.2 (c). If the released electron is also
from the same shell, the process is named Super Coster-Kronig, e.g. LLL decay in
figure 2.2(d). In cases where (super) Coster-Kronig decay is energetically allowed,
this is the dominating Auger process and it typically has a much higher transition
rate than other energetically possible Auger channels.
Auger transition rates can be calculated within perturbation theory, as they are
proportional to the Coulomb-interaction between the involved electrons:
Pi,f
D

where ψf

e2
r~1 −r~2

4π 2
=
h


ψf

e2
ψi
r~1 − r~2



2

ρ(Ef )

(2.10)

E

ψi is the Coulomb-interaction-matrix element between the initial

and final states of two-electron wavefunctions ψi and ψf ; and ρ(Ef ) is the density
of final states [40, 41]. The Auger transition probability is thus proportional to
Z 2 . Equation 2.10 shows that the rate is mainly dependent on the overlap of the
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involved wavefunctions which also explains the higher probabilities of Coster-Kronig
Auger decays over normal Auger decay as it involves two electrons from the same
shell. The same is, of course, true for Super Coster-Kronig where the overlap is even
higher as all involved electrons are from the same shell.
The ratio of fluorescence decay versus all competing Auger decay channels for
core-holes, like for K-shell or L-shell vacancies called the fluorescence yield, is highly
dependent on the atomic number Z, as shown in figure 2.32 . For example, the fluorescence yield of an L-shell vacancy in krypton is 0.2%, whereas for xenon it is
roughly 1%. For light atoms, Auger decay is the dominating de-excitation process.
When, however, the system is already ionized to higher charge states, fluorescence
decay becomes more likely, whereas Auger-decay is less probable because of the limited number of possible transitions due to the reduced number of involved electrons.
Sometimes the term autoionization is also used in this context. It usually refers to
the case where an atom is core-excited, rather than ionized, and the excited system
decays via an Auger process, releasing an electron.
Shake-Up and Shake-Off Processes The initial direct photoionization, as well
as every relaxation process, can be accompanied by excitation or emission of additional electrons whenever energetically allowed. These electrons are either excited
to a unoccupied orbital, and the process is called shake-up, or they are excited into
the continuum – a so-called shake-off process (see figures 2.2(e) and (f)).
In the sudden approximation, shake-up or shake-off can be understood in terms
of the photoionized state with an inner-shell vacancy being not an eigenstate of the
ionic many-electron system, and thus, exhibit overlap with states where one or more
electrons are excited or emitted. In certain systems these shake processes can have
rates as high as 20% of the primary ionization or excitation process [43, 44].
Other Decay Processes apart from those mentioned above, include many special
cases of de-excitation. For example, resonant Auger decay happens when an innershell vacancy is created by resonant excitation and is filled via Auger decay, e.g. if the
initial ionization happens with a photon energy that is on resonance with a boundbound transition [45]. Resonant Auger processes are often further subdivided into
so-called spectator and participator transitions where the initially excited electron is
2

Source: X-ray data booklet [42], third edition (2009), figure 1-2., page 1-28.
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either not taking part in the subsequent Auger decay (spectator) or is taking part
in form of direct-recombination (participator).
Decay Cascades can happen in cases where an inner-shell vacancy is filled by an
electron from another inner-shell. The new inner-shell vacancies can then be filled
by the same decay mechanisms as described above until the system is fully relaxed.
As all decay mechanisms except fluorescence decay increase the total number of
vacancies with each step, Auger cascades can lead to high levels of ionization in only
a few steps.
1+

1s-1

2s-1

2p-1
M-2

2+

2s-2

2s-12p-1

2p-2

2s-1M-1

2p-1M-1

3+

2s-12p-1M-1

2s-1M-1M-1

2p-2M-1

2p-1M-2

M-3

4+

2p-2M-2

2s-1M-3

2p-1M-3

M-4

5+

2p-1M-4

M-5
LMM Auger

6+

LLM Coster-Kronig Auger

M-6

Figure 2.4: Outline of the Auger decay cascade an argon atom undergoes upon (1s), (2s) or
(2p) photoionization with the total level of ionization shown on the left.

A cascade in an atom with three main shells, e.g. argon, can be started by a
K-shell or L-shell vacancy. These can be filled by several decays involving L- and
M-shells, as shown in figure 2.4, ending up in ionization levels of 2+ to 6+. Overall,
the removal of a single core-level electron can thus result in a highly charged residual
ion, created in a complex relaxation process that can include many pathways. Even
higher charge states than shown in figure 2.4 can be reached by above mentioned
double Auger or shake-off processes. Many experimental investigations of these
interesting many-particle dynamics mechanisms were performed by single photon
absorption using X-ray tubes [46] or synchrotron radiation [47].
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2.1.4

Multi-Photon Absorption in Intense X-Ray Pulses

Up to now, the interaction of single photons with matter has been discussed. In
intense Free-Electron Laser pulses however, in contrary to synchrotron sources, the
number of photons per pulse is high enough that higher-order processes involving
multiple photons come into play.
By comparing the strength of the electric field that an electron is exposed to in
the atom and the field strength of the incoming light-wave, the type of interaction
can be classified. This classification is common in the field of intense optical and
infrared lasers, where the so-called Keldysh parameter is defined as:
r
γ=


γ >> 1 multi-photon regime
IP
=>
γ << 1 tunneling regime
2UP

(2.11)

where IP is the ionization potential and UP is the ponderomotive potential (in atomic
units):
UP =

I
E2
=
4ω 2
4ω 2

(2.12)

with the intensity I, E the electric field, and ω the photon’s frequency [48]. This
parameter compares the time an electron needs to tunnel out of the atom driven by
the electric field of the laser pulse with the duration of the optical cycle of the light
wave.
In the regime of optical lasers, the period of the electric field is a few femtoseconds,
e.g. 2.7 fs for 800 nm, allowing the electrons in the atom to react to it. Here, one
usually discriminates the region of γ > 1, where the atomic field is dominating the
laser field, multi-photon effects dominate and higher-order perturbation theory is
still applicable, from the region of γ < 1, where the atomic potential is treated as
a perturbation of the laser field, tunnel ionization dominates, and effects such as
recollision, creation of higher-order harmonics etc. can occur.
Today’s X-ray FELs are providing intensities of about 1015 to 1018 W/cm2 , comparable to those reached with optical lasers, at photon energies of, for example,
1500 eV, corresponding to a frequency of 3.6 × 1017 Hz [22]. Here, the frequency of
the light wave is more than 2 orders of magnitude larger than in the optical regime,
resulting in a small ponderomotive potential leading to a Keldysh parameter that
is much larger than one. In other words, the amplitude of the electric field is large
17
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but the change of the direction of the electric field is happening too fast for the
electrons to react. By the classification of the Keldysh parameter, today’s X-ray
FELs therefore operate in the regime where the picture of multi-photon absorption
is adequate.
As mentioned above, the photon absorption process can be quantitatively described by perturbation theory. The absorption of n photons is thereby described
by the n-th order perturbation theory. When using a generalized cross section σn , a
multi-photon non-resonant transition probability can be derived as
(n)

Pf i = σ n I n

(2.13)

where I is the intensity and n is the number of photons involved.
The transition rate in a photoionization experiment with N0 target atoms can be
observed as an ion yield:
dN1
= N0 σn
dt



I
h̄ω

n
(2.14)

The yield is thus dependent on the intensity I to the power of n, where n is the
number of photons absorbed.
However, multi-photon physics is different for the X-ray regime as compared to
high-intensity optical and IR lasers. In the X-ray regime, a single photon can already
be sufficient to ionize, whereas in the optical regime several photons are needed even
for a single ionization. The non-linear absorption of multiple X-ray photons can be
characterized by a sequence of inner-shell photoioization and Auger decays [49].
For neon, several new processes have been discovered. One of the first experiments at LCLS produced fully stripped Ne10+ and also observed the rapid ejection
of multiple inner-shell electrons producing double core-holes before Auger decay,
resulting in an effect called intensity-induced X-ray transparency [22].
Other experiments revealed details on non-linear ionization in neon, where two
contributing processes in the production of Ne9+ are involved: Two-photon oneelectron direct ionization; and two-photon two-electron sequential ionization involving transient excited states [23, 50].
New effects also affect the maximum level of ionization that can be reached. Resonance enabled X-ray multiple ionization was measured in heavy atoms producing
charge states much higher than expected by a simple sequential ionization model [24].
Heavy atoms that are irradiated by intense X-ray FEL pulses are challenging
18
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Figure 2.5: 100 exemplary ionization pathways for Xe interacting with an FEL pulse with
80 fs (FWHM) length (illustrated by the gray Gaussian) and 5 × 1012 photons/µm2 fluence.3

to model because of the very large number of possible pathways involved in the
ionization dynamics. Recent attempts of tracing the ionization dynamics in heavy
atoms by Sang-Kil Son and Robin Santra give insight into the complex manifold
of trajectories as a function of time [51]. Figure 2.53 illustrates this for the case of
Xe atoms irradiated by an 80 fs FEL pulse with a fluence of 5 × 1012 photons/µm2 .
The blue traces indicate photoionization while the green lines indicate Auger decay.
These pathways show that several photons can be absorbed before the end of the
Auger cascade. It also can be seen that Auger decay becomes less likely for higher
charge states giving rise to fluorescence decay (indicated by the yellow dots).

3

Source: S-K. Son et al. PR A 85, 023414 (2012), figure 2, reprinted figure with permission
from reference [51], Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society.
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2.2

Photoionized Molecular Systems

The general ideas and methods for the study of photoionization of single atoms and
polyatomic systems, i.e. molecules, clusters, and bulk material, are very similar,
although important differences can apply when looking at specific systems [52].
To some extend, a molecule can be seen as a combination of atoms. In fact,
one of the big steps towards modern quantum chemistry was the linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO) technique that can be used to estimate the molecular
orbitals formed upon bonding of its atomic constituents [53].
When considering a molecule as a system of N bound electrons and M nuclei,
the wavefunction is dependent on both, the movement of the electrons and the
nuclei. As the nuclei have a much larger mass than the electrons, their motion is
significantly slower. The fact that the electrons move much faster and are thus able
to adapt to nuclear motion almost instantaneously leads to the Born-OppenheimerApproximation, where the coupling of the motion of nuclei and the electrons is
neglected. With this approximation, the total wavefunction of a molecule can be
~ and the nuclear
written as a combination of the electronic wavefunction ψ(~r, R)
~
wavefunction χ(R):
~ = ψ(~r, R)
~ χ(R)
~
Ψ(~r, R)

(2.15)

~ are the nuclear coordinates.
where ~r are the electron coordinates and R
Like in atoms, transitions between molecular states can be triggered by the absorption of one or more photons. If these transitions happen on a time scale where
the positions and the velocities of the nuclei do not change, this is called a vertical or Franck-Condon transition (as indicated by the red arrows in figure 2.6).
However, strictly speaking, this is not the case for many inner-shell transitions that
are triggered by X-ray absorption. In fact, electron transitions and nuclear motion
can happen on the same timescales of a few femtoseconds, as will be discussed in
section 2.2.2.
A schematic of several potential curves for a prototypical diatomic molecule is
shown in figure 2.6: There are bound states such as A and B, which have at least
~ as well as dissociative
one stable vibrational state of the nuclear wavefunction χ(R),
states like C. Photoionization can trigger the transition between two bound states or
from a bound to a dissociative state. The excitation of the system into a dissociative
state C leads to dissociation of the molecule and the excess binding energy, freed in
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Figure 2.6: Schematic example of the photoionization of a molecule. The Franck-Condon
transitions between two bound states (A → B) and from a bound to a dissociative state (A
→ C) are shown. Gray curves represent the nuclear wavefunction for a certain vibrational level
which are indicated by the horizontal lines.

the transition, is transformed into kinetic energy of the molecular fragments. The
total kinetic energy of the ionic fragments is also called the kinetic energy release
(KER).
The transition probability between two molecular states can be calculated using
the Born-Oppenheimer-Approximation as the product of the transition probability
of the electronic and the nuclear wavefunctions. Thus, a one-photon transition can
be written in the following way:
2

|cf (t)| =

2

Z
hψf (r, R)|H|ψi (r, R)ir χf (R)χi (R) dR

(2.16)

where H is the molecular Hamiltonian and indices i and f are initial and final states,
respectively.
This expression can be simplified using the Franck-Condon principle, assuming
that the transition happens at the same internuclear distance – such as the equilib21
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rium distance Requ . The transition probability then becomes:
2

|cf (t)| ∼ hψf (r, Requ )|H|ψi (r, Requ )ir

2

2

Z
χf (R)χi (R) dR

(2.17)

where the second part is called the Franck-Condon factor that determines the intensity of a vibronic transition.

2.2.1

Fragmentation of Core-Ionized Molecules

The photoionization of a molecule, especially of deep inner-shell electrons, proceeds
very similar to the ionization of a single atom. Consequently, X-ray photoabsorption spectra of molecules show resonances close to the core-ionization edges of its
atomic components [36]. In fact, the relatively small difference in electron binding energy between a free atom (elemental state) and the same atom in a chemical
environment (chemical state), also known as the chemical shift, is used in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). As the binding energy is dependent on the chemical
environment, one can not only identify the constituents of the molecule but also
their composition because one can distinguish photoelectrons that are emitted from
the same atomic species having different neighboring atoms [10].
Due to the relatively large difference in binding energy of the inner-shell electrons in different atom species and the resulting difference in respective absorption
cross sections, the energy of the incident photon can be tuned to be predominantly
absorbed by one atomic species in the molecule [54]. For certain heteronuclear
molecules, the core-ionization or -excitation can thus be site-specific to a rather
large extent – with ratios between the different atomic cross sections of 50 to 1 and
higher.
Many of the subsequent decay processes in a molecule are very similar to the
ones in an atom, described in section 2.1.3, but as the molecule consists of several atomic constituents, the picture gets more complex. In fact, the relaxation
processes occurring after inner-shell photoionization in a highly excited molecular
system are a manifold of competitive or sequential events including radiative decay,
Auger decay, and dissociation into neutral, singly or multiply charged fragments.
In the case of fluorescence decay, the de-excitation happens radiative, as discussed
in section 2.1.3, and the fluorescence yield is dependent on the atomic number Z.
For K-shell ionization of constituents like carbon and oxygen, the yield is ∼ 0.01%.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the electronic potential of a molecule AB with occupied and unoccupied orbitals. The schematic also shows the localized character of the core orbitals, as
compared to the delocalized or ”shared” valence electron orbitals.4

For L-shell ionization of heavier constituents such as selenium, the yield is ∼ 2%;
and for iodine, the yield is ∼ 10% for transitions with a singly charged initial state.
This shows that for the de-excitation of core-vacancies discussed in this work, Auger
decay is the dominant process.
One of the questions arising in this context is, if and how the initially localized
excitation spreads spatially within the molecule in the course of multiple decays and
fragmentation processes. To understand the inter- or intra-atomic character of the
de-excitation, meaning whether a decay involves electrons that are located on the
same or a different atomic site than the core-vacancy, the different characters of
the orbitals have to be considered. The electronic potential of a diatomic molecule,
AB, with occupied and unoccupied orbitals, is schematically shown in figure 2.74 .
While core-levels are basically localized on each atom, valence electrons can be
completely delocalized, especially outer valence or ”bonding” orbitals, or may be
able to tunnel such as in the case of inner valence electrons. This nature of bonding
valance orbitals and the overlap of orbitals of atoms A and B is important for the
4

Source: I. Nenner and P. Morin, P., VUV and Soft X-Ray Photoionization, 1. edition, chapter
9, page 293, figure 2, Springer (1996); with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media
B.V., reference [52].
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intra- and interatomic character of the transition.
To answer the question of charge localization, during and after the decay cascade,
one has to distinguish between ”shallow” and ”deep” initial core-holes, or, in other
words, consider the number of localized shells that are above the ionized inner-shell.
Most small organic molecules that occur in nature are molecules that contain
atomic constituents with Z < 10, e.g. carbon, nitrogen or oxygen. If these molecules
are core-ionized at the 1s-level, only the valence shell lies above the created hole,
the case of a ”shallow” initial core-hole. This allows for KLL Auger decay involving
the localized hole and the delocalized valence electrons. For these molecules, the
question whether the Auger decay happens intra- or inter-atomically, as well as the
distribution of the two final holes was found to be highly dependent on the type of
chemical bond in the neutral molecule – either covalent or ionic [52].
In the case of covalent (polar) bonding species, such as CO, the holes are most
likely localized on the initially ionized site. This was shown by distinct differences
in the Auger electron spectra of CO, depending on whether the initial ionization
targeted the carbon or the oxygen site (see reference [52] for details). For ionic
compounds, such as SiF4 , however, the final holes are more likely found on the
ligand rather than on the site of the initial core-vacancy [55, 56].
A field that is closely related to the question of inter- and intra-atomic electron
transitions and that has become increasingly popular in recent years is the investigation of excited ionized states of weakly-bound systems, such as van-der-Waals
clusters. These studies have shown that de-excitation of an ion can involve its environment (at relatively long distances), enabling autoionization pathways that are
forbidden in an isolated ion [57, 58].
One of theses processes is the so-called interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD), where
an inner-shell vacancy created, e.g. by photoionization, is filled by an electron from
the same atom and an electron is emitted from a species in the immediate neighborhood of the initial vacancy [59, 60, 61, 62]. A second process is the so-called
electron transfer mediated decay (ETMD). Here, the vacancy is filled by an electron
from a neighboring site and an electron is released either from the electron donator
or from a third neighboring species [63, 64]. Both of these interatomic processes are
mediated only by electron correlations and do not require nuclear dynamics.
Looking at Auger decay in molecules with higher-Z constituents of the third (or
4th, 5th etc.) row, the situation immediately becomes a lot more complex. This also
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the dissociation of an inner-shell ionized diatomic molecule AB that
undergoes Auger decay and subsequent fragmentation: (a) for a pure Coulomb explosion; (b)
dissociation with charge localized on one particle; (c) non-dissociative state.5

becomes clear when looking back at the atomic case of argon shown in section 2.1.3,
figure 2.4. Here, an initial K-shell vacancy, a ”deep” initial core-hole, can lead to 5
final states involving 13 intermediate transitions, whereas an initial L1 -shell vacancy
only leads directly to two final states. This, of course, also has implications on the
localization of the decay processes in a molecule. Now, for K-shell ionization the
first Auger decay involves electrons from (localized) core-levels and only afterwards
induces several holes in the valence shell via multi-step Auger cascades. A complete
description of the Auger process in a molecule requires spectroscopic data on the
final cationic state, which is, for most molecules, very complicated because of the
large density of states and differences in geometry compared to the ground state [52].
A molecule that is charged up in the course of a decay cascade can dissociate,
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distributing the charge among its fragments. Figure 2.85 shows an example of an
initially core ionized diatomic molecule AB, which has lost two or more electrons by
Auger decay. The resulting state can either be of a pure Coulomb potential (case
(a)) with two repulsing ions involved (A+ + B+ ), a dissociation with both charges
on one of the fragments (A2+ + B) (case (b)), or, in some cases, a non-dissociative
dicationic state (case (c)).
Sometimes the A+ + B+ potential curves are not purely Coulombic. The kinetic
energy (KE) of the fragments (indicated in figure 2.8) depends on the shape of the
potential curve and, in practice, there are many states with potential surfaces where
electronic, vibrational and rotational couplings are of importance. This is especially
true when considering fragmentation into neutral and singly charged ions.
In some cases, the highly excited molecule is not fragmenting immediately but
undergoes geometrical changes as a reaction to the change in electron configuration.
Vibrations in the molecule happen on a time scale of sub-picoseconds, and thus can
interfere with Auger processes that happen on a time scale of a few to several tens of
femtoseconds. Using the high resolution power of third generation synchrotron radiation sources, it is possible to resolve vibrational structures in photoabsorption and
photoelectron spectra. A review of this topic is given in reference [65]. Rotational
effects, however, are mostly out of reach for photoabsorption and photoelectron spectra. This is mainly due to the slower motion of rotations on the picosecond time
scale that are longer than any autoionization process and also require a very high
(microelectronvolt) energy resolution [52].
When the photon energy is close to but below an absorption edge, the innershell electron is not freed into the continuum but rather excited into a valence or
Rydberg orbital. This molecule is then called core-excited. The main differences to
a core-ionized molecule are in the effects that happen before the first Auger decay
or autoionization takes place. In the core-excited case, the molecule can be either in
a bound or a repulsive state, which can be predicted by using the equivalent core or
”Z+1” model. This allows the molecule to change geometry before the first electron
leaves the system. In the Z + 1 approximation, a core-excited atom can be thought
of as replaced by the subsequent atom in the periodic table as far as the prediction
of structural and electronic behavior of the molecule is concerned [66].
5

Source: I. Nenner and P. Morin, VUV and Soft X-Ray Photoionization, 1. edition, chapter 9,
page 294, figure 3, Springer (1996); with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media
B.V., reference [52].
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If the photon energy is far beyond the absorption edge, the electrons are ejected
into the continuum and core-ionization is dominant. This is the case in this work,
where the X-ray photon energies are more than 50 eV above the corresponding edges.
In the simplest case, the dynamics following core-ionization can be treated as a
stepwise process, where the Auger decay happens first, producing a multiply charged
parent ion, which then fragments due to dissociative potentials. In this picture, it is
left unclear whether the molecule is still in a close-to-ground-state geometry or if the
bond distances and angles have changed to a point where one can no longer speak
of a molecule in the classical sense. In the case of ”shallow” core-holes or valence
ionization, this 2-step model of ionization followed by dissociation is certainly valid
for many systems, but in the case of ”deep” core-level ionization, nuclear motion
and Auger cascades happen on the same timescales such that Auger decay(s) and
fragmentation can no longer be considered as strictly sequential events.

2.2.2

Molecular Dynamics in Intense X-Ray Pulses

The high photon flux provided by Free-Electron Laser light sources enables the
absorption of multiple photons in a single, few to few-hundred femtosecond light
pulse, thus adding another time-dependent process to the multiple ionization besides
single Auger decay or Auger cascades. In a molecular environment, this makes a
purely sequential picture of ”ionization before dissociation” very unrealistic. In the
interaction of molecules with short X-ray FEL pulses, sequential photoionization
and electron relaxation, both present also in an atomic system, are complemented
by a third reaction, the nuclear motion. All three processes, that happen on the
same time scale, effectively influencing each other have been discussed previously in
general, but their time scales have only been mentioned briefly. In the following,
the time sequence of each individual reaction and interactions between them will be
discussed.
Auger Decay lifetimes are measured by high-precision Auger electron energy
spectroscopy where the center energy determines the Auger transition and the width
is linked to the lifetime via the Heisenberg uncertainty principle (equation 2.3). A
table of elemental values of Auger linewidths is given in reference [67] and a set of
lifetimes relevant for this work is given in table 2.1.
Auger lifetimes in singly core-ionized systems typically range from ∼ 10 attosec27
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Atom Subshell

K

C

8.24

O

4.71

L1

L2

L3

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

Cl

1.16 0.44 5.99 5.99

Kr

0.24 0.18 0.53 0.55 0.19 0.41 0.60

9.41

9.15

Se

0.29 0.17 0.63 0.65 0.24 0.30 0.30 10.14 9.98

Xe

0.06 0.33 0.22 0.23 0.06 0.19 0.14

1.10

1.10

I

0.06 0.31 0.22 0.24 0.06 0.20 0.15

1.18

1.18

Table 2.1: Table of Auger lifetimes (in fs) for a set of elements (calculated from reference [67]).

onds to a few tens of femtoseconds. In the cases discussed here, these time scales are
only valid for the first vacancy after core-ionization and can serve as an estimate for
the time scales of Auger decays that happen in multiply ionized and highly excited
systems. In addition, the atomic values merely provide an order of magnitude for
the corresponding time scales in molecules, where the true core-hole lifetime can be
different due to additional electrons from the other constituents in the system and
delocalization of orbitals in the molecule. Auger lifetimes therefore depend on the
chemical environment [68, 52].
Note also that the lifetimes represent half-life times of exponential decay rates.
Thus, combinations of Auger decays that follow each other rapidly, such as Auger
cascades, can take place in less time than the mere sum of the individual decay
steps.
Multiple Photoionization in the X-ray regime, at the intensity levels achievable
today (up to ∼ 1018 W/cm2 ), is dominated by a sequence of one-photon ionization
and relaxation events [49, 22, 25, 23]. Because of the large number of photons in a
single ultra-short FEL pulse, further photoionization can happen before the relaxation via Auger decay is completed [49, 69]. This is clearly different compared to
third generation X-ray synchrotron sources, where one-photon absorption is dominant.
For the case of two-photon absorption, one can distinguish between the processes
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producing double-core-holes – where the sequence of events is photoabsorption, photoabsorption, Auger decay – and those where the formation of a core-hole by photoabsorption is followed directly by an Auger decay. The probability of double-corehole formation is governed by the statistical nature of the FEL pulse and the Auger
lifetime of the system [69]. Production of double-core-holes by X-ray FELs have
been experimentally demonstrated for simple prototypical systems such as Ne and
N2 by Young et al. [22] and Hoener et al. [25], respectively.
Measurements on sequential multiple photoionization of N2 molecules [25] investigated ionization dynamics and ion yields of this prototypical system. An effect of
frustrated absorption comparable to the case of Ne was found and the importance of
valence electron dynamics in the molecule was shown. Double-core-holes are (in [25])
produced by sequential photoionization of 1s electrons in nitrogen. This process is
only possible if the second core-ionization happens before the first vacancy is filled
by an Auger decay, which requires the high-fluence pulses of an X-ray FEL.
In a later paper, the N2 molecule was further investigated by means of Auger
electron spectroscopy of the double core vacancy. In that setup, it was possible to
distinguish the cases of a two-site double core-hole, where both N atoms have one
core vacancy, or a single-site double core-hole with both vacancies located at one
of the nitrogen atoms [26, 70]. Two-site double-core-holes (TSDCH) were further
investigated in N2 , N2 O and CO2 . Differences in the O–1 C–1 TSDCH states of CO2
and CO support the theoretical prediction of high sensitivity of TSDCH states to
the molecular environment [71, 27].

Nuclear Motion defines the third time scale that is relevant for molecular systems. Once the excited molecular system is in a dissociating state or the bonding
strength is weakened, the nuclei move apart from each other. For higher charged
systems, this dissociation can be assumed to be Coulombic. In this case, the motion
of ions can be estimated considering Coulomb’s law:
F~12 (~r1 ) =

q1 · q 2
(~r1 − ~r2 )
2
4πε0 · |~r1 − ~r2 | |~r1 − ~r2 |

(2.18)

where qi is the charge, r~i is the position vector of the particle i, ε0 is the permittivity
and F~12 (~r1 ) is the force vector that acts on particle 1. The potential energy Epot of
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a simple two-ion system can be expressed as a function of internuclear distance r:
Z
Epot =

F~ · d~s =

1 q1 · q2
4πε0 r

(2.19)

For an N2 molecule, which fragments into N+ and N2+ , this would yield a total
kinetic energy of 26.2 eV. The time it takes to reduce this potential energy by a
factor of two, i.e. to double the internuclear distance from 1.1 Å to 2.2 Å can be
calculated to be 9.5 fs by solving the equation of motion. This will be discussed
for more atoms and a more complex geometry in section 2.3.2. The time scale of
less than 10 fs in the above example shows that nuclear motion can happen on the
same time scale as Auger decay and sequential photoabsorption. This introduces
an additional level of complexity because it means that the effective separation of
nuclear and electronic terms (shown in equation 2.15) breaks down as the motion of
the nuclei and the electrons can no longer be approximated as decoupled.
The interplay of Auger decay cascades and nuclear motion is especially relevant
for H ions because of their fast motion. This is particularly true for very rapid
phenomena like the transfer of H+ from one atom to another or concerted breakup
of several hydrogen bonds and formation of H+
2 [72].
So far, most experiments performed on the interaction of X-ray FEL pulses with
molecular systems, were focused on small diatomic and triatomic molecules of low
Z constituents, namely carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. One of the next logical steps
in molecular FEL science, is to investigate larger polyatomic molecules with heavier
atomic constituents, which will be discussed in the following chapters. This work is
also motivated by the fact that experiments on heavier atoms, e.g. Xe [24] and Kr,
at LCLS have revealed extremely high levels of ionization (as mentioned earlier).
Last but not least, a strong motivation comes from the envisioned application of
FEL radiation for (coherent) imaging of nano-crystals and single molecules. Proteins
often contain heavy elements such as Fe, S, Mg and others which effectively increase
X-ray absorption locally, leading to enhanced local damage that cannot be accounted
for via traditional methods [20]. The detailed understanding of localized X-ray
absorption and the up-charging of the environment, its dynamics as well as the local
extension of damage seems crucial for the success of imaging experiments on single
particles utilizing ultra-intense FEL pulses.
A suitable class of benchmark molecules is represented by systems consisting of
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two or more atoms, where one constituent has a significantly higher atomic number
than the other constituents. For a carefully chosen photon energy this can imply
that the initial photoabsorption is almost exclusively localized on the heavy-atom
site.
Single-photon experiments of this class were first performed by T. A. Carlson and
R. M. White on methyl iodide [73] and ethyl iodide [74]. Here it was shown, for the
case of single photon absorption at the iodine L-shell, that the molecule is highly ionized and undergoes complete fragmentation producing high-energy ionic fragments.
In this context, calculations of a simple Coulomb explosion were employed to model
the measured kinetic energies of ionic fragments.
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2.3

Coulomb Explosion Imaging

One proposed key application for FELs is the ability to explore dynamic processes
on the atomic scale measuring the structure of nanoscale objects on a single shot
basis – eventually as a function of time and, thus, realizing the dream of a ”molecular
movie”. For large biomolecules, this is pursued mainly by means of coherent photon
diffraction. For single small molecules, the number of scattered photons is too low
due to small cross sections and other, more promising approaches are developed. One
of these techniques is the so-called Coulomb Explosion Imaging (CEI). This method
was first demonstrated by utilizing a high kinetic energy (∼ 106 eV) molecular ion
that is shot through a thin foil [75]. In this process, the molecule gets stripped
off most of its electrons on a timescale of ∼ 100 as and undergoes fast dissociation
driven by the Coulomb repulsion forces, resulting in a so-called Coulomb Explosion
(CE). From this explosion, the initial structure of the molecule can be reconstructed
by measuring the vector momenta of the individual fragments. If the ionization
happens on time scales much smaller than the characteristic time of nuclear motion,
the molecular geometry is directly mapped to the fragment momenta. This is based
on the assumption that the potential describing the interaction of the stripped ions
is known.
Because of the continuously increasing interest in the development of time-resolved
approaches in the pursuit of the ”molecular movie”, the possibilities offered by CEI
exploiting optical laser systems are being actively explored. There, molecular dynamics are initiated with one laser pulse, called pump pulse. The snapshots – like
in a movie – of evolving molecular structure are then taken by CEI of the molecule,
which is induced by a second (probe) laser pulse, arriving after a certain time delay.
This approach can be employed only if the molecular geometry does not change
significantly during the time which is needed by the probe pulse, for the removal of
a sufficient number of electrons to induce CE. This implies, that the probe pulse has
to be short as compared to the characteristic time scale of the motion of the atomic
constituents in the molecule.
When Coulomb Explosion is driven by an optical laser [76, 77], e.g. a femtosecond
pulsed Ti:Sa laser (∼ 800 nm wavelength), the interpretation of the fragmentation
process often becomes rather complex. The removal of the first electron often triggers molecular dissociation, which proceeds on the potential surfaces distorted by
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the laser field. Depending on the laser parameters, further electrons can be removed
on the time scale comparable to that of the dissociation. This results in the experimental observation that even for rather short, 50 fs laser pulses, precise CEI
of the molecular structure is only possible for heavy molecules such as iodine [78].
Nevertheless, with few-cycle optical laser pulses of less than 10 fs duration, CEI of
the lightest molecules, such as hydrogen [79] or deuterium [80], comes into reach.
CEI of D2 O and SO2 molecules, comparing 45 fs and 8 fs laser pulses, is discussed in
reference [81].
Besides the time scales involved, the basic process of ionization with an intense
optical laser, like a Ti:Sa at 800 nm wavelength, sets a fundamental limit to how well
the molecular structure can be determined by CEI. This is due to the fact that the
probability to ionize a molecule at this wavelength is very sensitive to the ionization
potential which is strongly correlated to the nuclear coordinates, i.e. the distance
between the constituents [81].
In order to overcome this limitation, it was proposed to employ short-wavelength
(e.g., EUV) radiation as a probe in CEI since the ionization probability for highenergy photons is much less sensitive to the details of the molecular potential. With
the availability of intense, short-pulsed EUV and soft X-ray pulses, delivered by
FELs, this approach was successfully tested for a few prototype molecular systems
such as D2 [82], N2 and O2 [83]. A review of this topic is given in references [84, 85].

2.3.1

Principles of CEI

The key assumption underlying the method of Coulomb Explosion Imaging is that
the process of ionization happens on a time scale that is smaller than the time it
takes for significant movement of the ions away from their equilibrium positions. By
removing a sufficient number of electrons, usually the binding molecular potential
is transformed into a Coulombic dissociative potential that causes the ions to fly
apart, i.e. the molecule ”explodes”.
In the case of a diatomic molecule, the relation between the kinetic energy of the
fragments after explosion and the inter-nuclear distance is straightforward assuming
immediate, or so-called vertical, ionization as shown in figure 2.9.
The two ions with respective charges Q1 and Q2 and masses m1 and m2 start
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P(V) dV

P(R) dR

Radius R (Å)
Figure 2.9: Schematics of the vertical transition from a bound potential to a dissociative
Coulomb potential. The blue wavepacket is the sum of vibrational states of a diatomic molecule
and the red curve is (in the center of mass system) the kinetic energy distribution after dissociation.

with a distance r(t0 ) = R. For this system the total energy is given by:
Etotal =

Q1 Q2
Q1 Q2 1
=
+ µv(t)2 = const.
R
r(t)
2

(2.20)

where µ = (m1 m2 )/(m1 +m2 ) is the reduced mass and v(t) is the relative velocity of the
particles. The final velocity V is given by the limit of t → ∞ and can be calculated
from:

s
V (R) =

2Q1 Q2
= 0.023 au ×
µR

s

Q1 Q2
µ[u]R[Å]

(2.21)

With |P (V )dV | = |P (R)dR|, one gets the transformation formula between real
space, i.e. internuclear distances, and velocity space, i.e. the measured momentum
space:
s
P (V ) =

Q1 Q2 −3/2
R
P (R)
2µ

(2.22)

This allows for the calculation of the real space density from a measured velocity
distribution. However, this only holds for the assumption made in the beginning that
the ionization happens immediately and that there are no other effects disturbing
the pure Coulombic potential.
This simple picture of course only works for diatomic molecules that undergo
instant ionization. In a real dissociation, even for simple diatomic molecules, there
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will be cases where the above assumption of vertical ionization to a dissociative state
is not valid. This is particularly the case for inner-shell ionization.

Coulomb Explosion upon Inner-Shell Ionization
Ultrashort, few femtosecond X-ray pulses, as delivered by modern XFELs like LCLS,
can trigger substantial ionization in the molecule, which is, in contrary to optical
lasers, to a large extend not sensitive to the molecular geometry because of the small
wavelength. After inner-shell ionization, the molecule is, at first, transformed into
an electronically excited state that is, in most cases, still bound but has a different
potential and, thus, has different vibrational and rotational states. This may lead
to a change in bond length and angles in the molecule. Another possible scenario is
the fragmentation of the molecule before de-excitation is over, as discussed before.
This increase in the charge of the ionic fragments during the dissociation results in
final kinetic energies of ions that do not only reflect the initial, equilibrium nuclear
distances. In this case, the interpretation of the results becomes more complex and
insight into the ionization dynamics is needed to reconstruct the precise molecular
geometries. However, the assumption becomes more valid the shorter the FEL pulses
are and the faster the Auger decays happen.

2.3.2

Simulation of Coulomb Explosion

To be able to interpret the results discussed in chapter 2.1.3 in a more detailed way,
a simple numerical model of Coulomb explosion was designed. It is intended to run
on a personal computer and to make calculations for systems containing up to 104
ions in a time-frame of up to few hours. The presented simulation is based on a
model that has been used to treat the Coulomb explosion dynamics of small noble
gas clusters with less than 2000 atoms [86].
The simulation only considers the ions and does not take into account any electronic or photon-matter interaction dynamics. It is clear that this assumption does
not represent the full physics of the processes that happen during (and after) the
interaction of the FEL and the molecule. Nonetheless, the model is able to provide a rough idea of the energies which can be expected from a Coulomb Explosion
experiment for a given molecular geometry.
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Classical Particle Dynamics
The initial positions of the ions at time t = 0 are those of the atoms in the molecular
equilibrium state. These initial positions are taken from molecular energy minimization algorithms. The positions, bond lengths, and angles for the molecules considered
in this work are given in the appendix B.
The motion of the individual ions is determined by Newton’s second law F~ = m~a.
To propagate the positions and velocities of all the particles in three-dimensional
space, a set of differential equations has to be solved. In this case, these are three
coupled equations of the form:
d2 y
dy
+
f
(x)
= gx
dx2
dx

(2.23)

These second order differential equations can be reduced to two first order differential
equations
dy
= ζ(x)
dx

(2.24)

dζ
= g(x) − f (x)ζ(x)
dx

(2.25)

by introducing a new variable ζ(x) =

dy
.
dx

These two new differential equations of first

order standardize the problem and, thus, allow for the use of standard algorithms
described below.
For the problem considered here, the equations of motion of a fragment ion of the
molecule for one direction (here the x-direction) are given by:
dx
= vx
dt

(2.26)

dvx
Fx
=
dt
mion

(2.27)

where vx is the particle velocity in x-direction, mion is the mass of the ion, and
Fx is the force acting on the particle in x-direction. The force on the particle is
determined by the Coulomb forces between this particle and all the other charged
particles in the system. As the force is only dependent on the distance between the
particles at a given time t, the time becomes the independent variable in which the
system is evolved.
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This is done by taking the initial values of the coordinates and by solving the
functions for a given time t, and by then multiplying the result with a small step
size value δt. This is a way to track the particle’s position and velocity as time
evolves by step sizes of δt. Smaller step sizes result in an increased accuracy but
also increase the required computation time. The simplest way to solve these kind
of differential equations is Euler’s method, which follows exactly what is described
above, but is not sufficient for most practical applications, as the errors at each step
add up and finally become too large.
A common and much more sophisticated approach is the so-called Runge-Kutta
method. Here, a solution is processed over a given time interval combining the
information from several steps with Euler’s method that is then used to match a
Taylor series expansion up to a certain order. When using an expansion of only the
first order, this again reduces to the simple Euler method. Although this technique
has a significantly lower error and the accuracy can be very good, one has to keep
in mind that all these numerical methods introduce small errors. For the Coulomb
Explosion simulation presented here, a fifth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, using
Dormand Prince [87] parameters, is used. The framework provided by the GNU
Scientific Library [88], was used for the calculations. This library includes the use
of an adaptive step size that was changed automatically to keep the overall error
of the iteration steps as small as possible. The particles in this simulation are
treated purely classical. They start with a fixed charge that is set for every particle
individually and that does not change during the simulation.
When designing these kinds of simulations, one important factor is computation
time, i.e. the time it takes to run the calculations. N particles that move in threedimensional space have to be considered, and to determine the forces acting on a
single particle, the interactions with all other particles have to be calculated. This
results in 3N 2 calculations to compute the movement of all particles for one time
step δt. For a molecule with 6 atoms, this equals 108 calculations per time-step .
Note that the simulation is designed to provide information on the kinetic energy
of the particles at a point far away (in space and time) from the FEL-moleculeinteraction region for comparison with experimental data. Thus, it is designed to
process the coordinates of individual particles until they hit the detector after some
microseconds. The time steps thereby are automatically adapted to ensure for a
sufficiently low numerical error.
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Figure 2.10: Example of the simulation output for an OCS molecule for the fragmentation
channel [OCS]3+ −−→ O+ C+ S+ .

This can be seen for the example of the linear OCS molecule in figure 2.10. At t =
0, all particles are at rest and the total energy is simply the summed potential energy.
As the system evolves, the sum of potential and kinetic energy stays constant. The
kinetic energy increases, and at a certain time, the potential and the kinetic energy
are equal. This time can also be interpreted as the expansion time of the system.
In the following section the model is applied to the molecules that are discussed in
this work.

Simulation Parameters
As already mentioned above, the main parameters in the simulation are the initial
charges of the particles and the equilibrium geometry of the molecule. It is also
possible to change specific bond lengths to simulate vibrations or rotations away
from the equilibrium values.
Within the scope of this work, the following molecules, shown in figure 2.11, were
investigated with this simulation: Methylselenol, ethylselenol, iodine chloride, and
methyl iodide.
The initial parameters for each of theses molecules such as atomic positions,
bond lengths, and angles are given by their equilibrium geometry; the charge states
of individual ions is chosen according to the final charge state of the molecule that
is simulated. The output of the simulation are either the time-dependent positions
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(a) Methylselenol

(b) Ethylselenol

(c) Iodine chloride

(d) Methyl iodide

Figure 2.11: Equilibrium molecular geometry of the small molecules studied in this work.

of the particles or the final kinetic energy of the particles and the directions of their
momentum vectors.
An example for the results of the simulation is given in figure 2.10. Several interesting observations can be made: First, as OCS is a linear molecule (O−C−S), the
kinetic energy of the center atom remains very low as the forces from the charges
on either side cancel each other out, which is also known as ”obstructed fragmentation” [89]. The second interesting feature is that the distance between the C and S
ion starts to increase only 20 fs after the pulse. This gives some upper timescale for
the ionization process to fulfill the vertical ionization assumption.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup: Coincident
Ion Momentum Spectroscopy at
the LCLS

This chapter discusses the experimental arrangement used in this work to study
the interaction of intense, short-pulse X-rays with small molecules, by means of
coincident ion momentum spectroscopy.

Basic operation principles of X-ray Free-Electron Lasers (X-FELs) and their technical realization, are discussed in section 3.1, for the case of the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) at SLAC National Laboratory. This is followed by the description of
the LCLS parameters and beam diagnostics relevant for this work (section 3.1.3).

The design of the CFEL ASG Multi-Purpose (CAMP) endstation is introduced in
section 3.2.1. The specific setup, optimized for imaging the fragmentation of small,
gas-phase molecules by ways of coincident ion momentum spectroscopy, is described
in section 3.2.2. Specific parameters of the cold molecular jet and the 3D-momentum
imaging ion spectrometer are discussed in section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, respectively. In
section 3.3, data-acquisition and data-processing steps are presented.
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3.1

The LCLS – The World’s First X-Ray FreeElectron Laser

The world’s first X-ray Free-Electron Laser, the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS),
is in operation since fall 2009. At a total of six beamlines – all designed for specific
applications – the LCLS provides X-ray pulses in the wavelength range from 1.2 Å
to 22 Å, containing up to 1013 photons per pulse, with pulse durations tunable from
∼ 500 fs down to just a few fs [90]. Other operating and proposed Free-Electron
Lasers include FLASH [91] and the SCSS test accelerator [92], in the EUV range,
as well as SACLA [93] and the European XFEL [94] in the X-ray regime.
In the following, an overview will be given on how X-ray FEL pulses are generated, considering particularly the example of the LCLS. This is followed by a short
discussion of some relevant FEL parameters and the diagnostic tools used to monitor
them at the LCLS.

3.1.1

Electron Acceleration

The first step in the generation of intense X-FEL pulses is to produce short bunches
of electrons. These electrons need to have a sufficiently high phase-space density to
achieve the so-called self amplified spontaneous emission (SASE), as described later.
An important parameter in this matter is the emittance, which is the average
spread of particle coordinates and momenta in the phase-space. In fact, although
the idea of an FEL was proposed as early as 1971 [95], and the first IR FEL was
realized in 1975 [96], it only became possible in 2001 to achieve the required level of
the electron beam emittance, resulting in the operation of the first optical FEL [97].
To create and maintain short electron pulses in a linear accelerator – as the
one used at the LCLS – several methods are applied. First, the electron bunch
is produced in a photocathode radio frequency (RF) electron gun. At the LCLS,
a copper cathode is irradiated by 3 ps short ultraviolet (UV) laser pulses with a
repetition rate of 30 to 120 Hz, thus defining the repetition rate of the electron
bunches and consequently the X-ray pulses. At the point of injection into the main
linear particle accelerator (linac) the electrons have a kinetic energy of 135 MeV
(see figure 3.16 ). They are then further accelerated up to 250 MeV in an S-band
6

Source: P. Emma et al. Nature Photonics 4, 641-647 (2010), figure 1, Copyright by the Nature
Publishing Group, reference [90]
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the LCLS accelerator sections.6

(2.856 GHz) linear accelerator using standing waves produced by klystrons in the
cavities designed for resonant acceleration. After this acceleration the bunches enter
a so-called bunch compressor chicane (BC), where the bunch length is shortened,
thus increasing the peak current. Due to space-charge effects the compression of
the bunch is limited by the total charge in the pulse. For the so-called low-charge
mode at the LCLS, using only a 20 pC bunch charge instead of the typical 250 pC,
the electron bunches can be compressed down to less than 10 fs length [98, 99].
After exiting the first bunch compressor (BC1), the electrons are further accelerated in two more linac sections (L2 and L3), with a second bunch compressor (BC2)
in between, and exit the accelerator section with a final energy of 3.5 GeV - 14 GeV.
The bunches are then passing through a 350 m long beam transport line into the
132 m long undulator section.

3.1.2

Undulators and the SASE Process

An undulator is a periodical array of dipole magnets, creating an alternating magnetic field along the beam propagation direction, as shown in figure 3.27 . Once the
~ acts on the
electron bunch enters the undulator, the Lorentz force F~ = q~v × B
particles with charge q = e. The force is perpendicular to the velocity vector ~v and
~ Because of this induced transverse acceleration,
the undulator’s magnetic field B.
the electrons spontaneously emit so-called synchrotron radiation. For electrons with
high kinetic energy, i.e. β = v/c ≈ 1, the radiation is emitted in a narrow cone of
p
opening angle 1/γ = 1 − β 2 in the propagation direction [101].
The period of the magnet array, also called the undulator period λU , and the
magnetic field B0 are typical design parameters defining the deflection of the electrons in the undulator, by means of the deflection parameter K =
7

e
2πme c

λU B0 . The

Source: B. W. J. McNeil and N. R. Thompson, Nature Photonics 4, 814-821 (2010), figure 2,
Copyright by the Nature Publishing Group,reference [100].
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Figure 3.2: Microbunching in an FEL undulator: At the beginning of the undulator, the
electrons are mostly randomly phased and, thus, emit radiation incoherently. Due to collective
interaction of the electrons with their emitted radiation, small coherent fluctuations in the
radiation field arise and lead to a bunching of the electrons. Towards the end of the undulators,
the electrons are strongly bunched at the radiation wavelength and emit coherently.7

deflection angle can be approximated by ±K/γ. For typical undulators K ≈ 1,
such that the deflection of the electrons is comparable to the radiation emittance
angle ±1/γ. This allows for a maximized spatial overlap of the radiation, emitted
at different points in the undulator, and the electron trajectories.
A transfer of energy between the electrons and the radiation field is the basic
working principle of an FEL – in this sense, the relativistic beam of free electrons is
the amplification medium for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
compared to classical lasers [102]. In order to change the energy of the electrons, a
component of the electron’s velocity vector and the electric field of the radiation have
to be parallel. This is the case inside the undulator, where the electron performs
a sinusoidal motion due to the external magnetic field, as shown in figure 3.2. As
the electron bunch has a spacial extension that is larger than the wavelength of
the radiation, their interaction leads to modulations in the electron density on the
length-scale of the emitted wavelength, which is called microbunching. The electrons
become concentrated at the positions where the energy transfer to the radiation field
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has a maximum. This is illustrated in figure 3.2. This bunching of the charge on
the radiation length scale enables the electrons to radiate in phase, thus increasing
the radiation power drastically.
The power P of the radiation emitted by N  1 electrons in an undulator is
given by:
P ∝

N
X

2

Ej eiϕj

=

N
X

j=1

Ej2 +

N X
N
X

2

Ej Ek ei(ϕj +ϕk )

(3.1)

j=1 k=1

j=1

where ϕj are the relative phases of the electric fields Ej that are emitted. For
uncorrelated phases, the terms in the second sum of equation 3.1, ∝ N 2 , tend to
interfere destructively, and the power scales linearly with the number of electrons.
The afore discussed microbunching in a FEL assures that ϕj ≈ ϕk for all electrons,
giving rise to the much larger coherent term (second sum on the right hand side) in
equation 3.1, scaling with N 2 [100].
With typical electron numbers of N ≈ 109 , this so-called high-gain FEL interaction produces photon pulses that have a 109 times higher peak brilliance as compared
to third-generation synchrotron radiation sources (such as PETRA III at DESY).
The whole process is initiated by spontaneously emitted photons at the beginning
of the undulator structure, and is named self-amplified spontaneous emission [103].
The local increase in electron density during the SASE process due to the exchange of energy from the electrons to the radiation field continues up to the point
where the electrons regain energy from repulsion and re-absorb energy from the
radiation field, thus, reaching an equilibrium. A parameter that describes this saturation effect is the gain length, i.e. the typical distance traveled in the undulator
where the power of the emitted radiation increases by a factor of e.
Since only specific wavelengths that propagate ahead of the electron by an integer number n of the wavelength over the length of one undulator period λU will
constructively interfere, the n-th harmonic of the resonant radiation wavelength is
given by:
λU
λn =
2nγ 2



K2
2 2
1+
+γ θ
2

(3.2)

where θ is the radiation opening angle to the beam axis.
The wavelength of the photons generated in the undulator, can thus be controlled
by the amplitude and the periodicity of the magnetic field in the undulator, as well
as by the energy of the electrons entering the undulator. This enables the precise
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tunability of the photon energy and represents one of the key features of FELs.
The wavelengths produced by FELs range from 10.6 µm [96] for the first FEL build
in 1975, to new machines, such as the LCLS, operating in the X-ray regime at
wavelengths of 1.2 Å and even below, if one considers higher harmonics that are also
produced in the undulator [90].
Due to the finite length of the undulator, the bandwidth of the n-th harmonic
radiation produced in the undulator is given by:
∆λn
1
=
λn
n NU

(3.3)

where NU is the number of undulator periods.
Because of the statistical nature of the initial SASE process, most of the parameters of the FEL radiation can fluctuate significantly on a shot-to-shot basis [104, 105, 106], as discussed in the following. Operation schemes to improve
these properties are a very active field of research and development today. Among
other approaches, seeding by external lasers in the UV and XUV wavelength regions [107, 108], as well as schemes like the so-called self-seeding scheme in the
X-ray region are developed. The latter uses the light, produced in a first group
of undulators, and a subsequent monochromator to seed lasing in a second group
of undulators at a certain well-defined wavelength. This self-seeding scheme was
recently designed and tested at the LCLS [109, 110].

3.1.3

FEL Photon Beam Parameters

The SASE based Free-Electron Lasers in operation today have unique properties
providing intense, coherent radiation in pulses of lengths between a few and some
hundred femtoseconds. Although, the statistical nature of the SASE process introduces shot-to-shot fluctuations of some parameters, the properties of statistical
averages can be described well. The LCLS facility offers elaborated machine diagnostics necessary to monitor the pulse parameters, and to control experimental
conditions. This enables correction or sorting of the data with respect to the parameters of interest. The parameters and the diagnostic tools, that were used in the
analysis of the measurements reported in this work, are discussed in the following.
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Photon Energy
As expressed by equations 3.3 and 3.2, FEL radiation has a finite bandwidth around
an adjustable photon energy. At the LCLS, this bandwidth is between 0.2 % and
1 % of the nominal photon energy with a jitter of 0.2 % (rms). The photon energy
of the fundamental can be tuned from 300 eV to 10 keV [90].

Pulse Length
One of the main new features of X-FELs is the availability of ultra-short pulses
with a pulse length of less than 100 fs, possibly even going down to ∼ 1 fs duration [111]. These short pulses allow the study of ultra-fast phenomena that happen
on a time scale of a few femtoseconds, using wavelengths that are on the order of a
few Ångstrom.
Intense FEL pulses contain 8 orders of magnitude more photons per pulse than
fs pulses which can be generated at 3rd generation synchrotrons by the so-called
slicing technique [112, 113]. The synchrotron-based designs use ∼ 50 - 100 fs laser
pulses to modulate the energy of a slice of the electrons, out of the few tens of ps
long electron bunch, producing ∼ 100 fs long synchrotron pulses. Synchronization
with optical lasers was also demonstrated in a laser pump, X-ray probe experiment,
reaching 85 fs (rms) time resolution [114].
Other sources of coherent soft and in future even hard X-ray pulses is by means of
optical laser driven high-harmonic generation (HHG). At photon energies < 100 eV,
these pulses can be as short as a few tens of attoseconds and contain typically not
more than 106 photons per pulse (train) at repetition rates reaching the 10 kHz
regime. Recently, a keV-broad continuum has been generated by HHG [115] nurturing the vision to generate few-attosecond keV photon pulses, naturally synchronized
with the generating IR laser such that this technique might become competitive or
at least complementary, if one thinks about ultra-fast time scales.
When talking about temporal pulse lengths at FELs, there are two types of
pulses to distinguish. First, there is the electron bunch that passes the undulators
(as described in section 3.1.2) and second, there is the photon pulse that is generated
in the undulators. These two kinds of pulses are closely related to each other – most
obviously by the fact that the electron pulse-length gives an upper limit to the length
of the photon pulse which is produced by the electrons.
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Measuring the length of FEL photon pulses is a challenging task. One of the
methods employs splitting the FEL pulse into two parts and delaying one part with
respect to the other. By scanning the respective delay between the two pulses
and looking at a signal that has a non-linear dependence on the FEL intensity, as
discussed later, an autocorrelation spectrum can be taken. This was done at FLASH
in the XUV range by studying multi-photon induced fragmentation of N2 [116].
In the X-ray regime, very challenging requirements on the optical setup have so far
hindered an all X-ray autocorrelation measurement of the pulse length even though
respective beam-splitters are under construction. However, an X-ray-optical crosscorrelation measurement was performed at the LCLS, showing that electron bunches
of durations of 75 fs and 175 fs produce effective X-ray pulses of 40 fs and 120 fs
length, respectively [117]. This is in agreement with earlier findings by comparison
of experimental data and simulations on yields from higher-order photoabsorption
processes [22]. So far, the cross-correlation is not part of the standard diagnostic
tools available to users at the LCLS and only the electron bunch lengths can be
controlled and measured online.
FEL Pulse Intensity
Many effects that are studied with X-FELs are dependent on the number of photons
that interact with the sample in a given time window. In principle, there are three
main values that define most FEL pulse characteristics.
The pulse energy Epulse is given by:
Epulse = Nphotons h̄ω

(3.4)

where Nphotons is the number of photons and h̄ω is the energy of a single photon.
The fluence Φ takes into account the focus area Afocus and is given by:
Φ=

Epulse
Afocus

(3.5)

The pulse intensity or irradiance Ipulse includes the pulse length ∆tpulse and is
given by:
Ipulse =

Epulse
∆tpulse Afocus

(3.6)

The LCLS pulse energy is parasitically measured on a shot-to-shot basis by the
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Gas Energy Detector (GED), which is installed before the beam enters the experimental hutches. It consists of four detectors, a pair of which is placed in the
beamline before and after the attenuation setup. This allows for the simultaneous
measurement of both, the incident beam and the attenuated beam pulse energy for
individual single FEL shots.
The measurement of the pulse energy is performed using X-ray induced photoluminescence of N2 [118]. The device consists of a 30 cm long chamber that can be
filled with nitrogen up to a pressure of 2.5 mbar, regulated by a gas inlet. Due to
the low density of the gas the total amount of absorbed photons is very low (0.06%
for 8.3 keV photons). This allows for the use of the GED as an online diagnostics
that does essentially not affect the beam proceeding to the experiment. The photons
are mainly absorbed through K-shell photoionization of N2 followed by a fast Auger
relaxation cascade. In order to confine both, the photo- and the Auger-electrons
and thus increase luminescence, a 200 Gauss magnetic field, produced by an external solenoid, is used. The excited molecular nitrogen relaxes via radiative decay
producing ∼ 300 nm to ∼ 400 nm photons [118]. This ultra-violet (UV) light is then
amplified and detected by two photo multipliers installed parallel and perpendicular to the FEL polarization vector. A near-UV filter allows only the transmission
of wavelength between 300 nm and 390 nm [119]. From the amount of measured
UV photons, the pulse energy can be derived using a calibration curve, where gas
pressure, magnetic field and photon energy have to be taken into account. The
calibration of the GED is done by comparison with the electron beam loss, i.e. the
difference in electron beam energy before and after the undulator.
Pulse energy attenuation is provided as a way to control the pulse energy at the
target. At the LCSL, attenuation of the photon pulses is achieved by two different
measures, where the attenuation level is, in both cases, dependent on the photon
energy because the absorption cross sections are changing as a function of energy.
First, there are several solid-state attenuators, i.e. seven beryllium plates of several thicknesses (2 × 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 mm), that can be inserted into the beam
path separately. This results in an adjustable total attenuator length of beryllium
from 0 to 32 mm, in 0.5 mm steps, corresponding to at least 3 steps for every decade
of attenuation. The second measure available to attenuate the beam is a gas-cell of
4.5 m length, that can be filled with N2 up to a pressure of 16 mbar. This results in
an attenuation of up to a factor of 103 at 1.5 keV photon energy [120].
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FEL Beam Transport, Transmission, and Focus Size
The number of photons, interacting with the target, depends on the total number of
photons in the pulse, but also on the spatial properties of the photon beam and the
target. These include wave-front and focus shape, where the latter is mostly defined
by the optics that deliver the beam to the experiment.
The beam is directed to the AMO beamline using three boron-carbide (B4 C)
coated silicon mirrors. Horizontal as well as vertical focusing is achieved by two
parabolic-curved gracing incidence Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) silicon mirrors with the
same coating. As the combined reflectivity of these five mirrors drops rapidly for
wavelengths smaller than 0.62 nm (photon energies larger than 2000 eV), higher
harmonics of fundamental photon energies larger than 1000 eV are effectively suppressed. The transmission of the AMO beamline, from the GED to the experiment,
is a machine parameter that is not completely determined by measurements. While
calculated values for the total transmission based on the mirror reflectivity at 800 eV,
1050 eV, and 2000 eV photon energy are 0.663, 0.699, and 0.584, respectively, experiments on gas targets assumed different transmission values in order to reproduce
their measurements with theoretical models [22, 24]. In this work, we assume a
transmission of 35% at 2 keV and 18-20% at 1.5 keV based on prior experiments on
rare gas targets [24, 121].
For experiments that rely on high FEL intensity, the focus size is a crucial experimental parameter. A widely used technique to measure the focus of X-FELs is based
on radiation damage inflicted on a solid target placed directly in the focus. These
so called imprint measurements make use of material-specific ablation thresholds
fluences [122]. The size and depth of the ablation can be measured using optical
microscopy. If the measurement is repeated at different positions along the beam
propagation direction and the pulse energy is measured in addition, this provides
information on the focus intensity profile as well as on the Rayleigh length, i.e. the
distance from the focal point where the focal diameter is doubled. This focus scan
can also identify astigmatism in the beam profile. Other methods to study spacial
properties of the FEL beam include pine-hole imaging, luminescent crystals and
phosphorescent coated glasses [122]. Recently, coherent scattering off nano-spheres
with well-defined diameters has been used to characterize the FEL beam focus as
well as its wavefront [123].
Most of the approximations used in these focus investigations however, are strictly
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no longer valid if the beam is distorted or non-homogeneous. This can be introduced
by mirror surface imperfections [21] or by the SASE process itself. Another effect
that has to be considered is that the target particle may not always interact with
the center of the focused beam but can also be found at the edges of the beam,
where the intensity can be significantly lower. This is especially relevant for gas
phase single particle experiments, as has been observed for rare gas clusters [124],
but also for fixed targets, as the pointing of the FEL beam is not perfectly stable.
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3.2

Ion Coincidence Measurements
in the CAMP Instrument

With the unique parameters of Free-Electron Lasers discussed in the last sections,
many interesting and novel experiments can be conducted. The new properties of
course also imply new experimental conditions and instrumentation requirements,
which are, in many aspects, different from experiments using optical lasers or synchrotron light sources.

To address the latter, a novel experimental endstation

(CAMP) aiming for a simultaneous detection of charged particles, and scattered
or fluorescent photons, was designed and successfully employed in numerous experiments showing its great versatility. One specific application of the apparatus,
namely the study of photoionization and fragmentation of small molecules using
ion-ion coincidence techniques, is presented in this work.

3.2.1

The CAMP Chamber

The CFEL ASG Multi-Purpose instrument (CAMP) is designed and operated by a
large scientific collaboration led by the Max Planck Advanced Study Group (ASG)
at the Center for Free-Electron Laser Science (CFEL). The properties of this instrument and some of its experimental capabilities are described in reference [125].
This end station allows to combine a large variety of spectrometers and detectors
(for example large-area pnCCD photon-detectors and momentum imaging ion or
electron spectrometers) with a large variety of possible targets – ranging from single atoms [24] to large biomolecules [18], viruses [14], nanoparticles [16], rare-gas
clusters [15], and solid-state samples [126].
An overview of the main CAMP chamber with its dimensions, as well as the main
ports for the connection of the spectrometers, detectors, and the target injection
devices is presented in figure 3.3. The instrument ports are designed to allow for
highest experimental flexibility and for collection of the most complete data sets on
simultaneous electron, ion and photon momentum imaging – aiming at large solid
angles for all particles.
As the chamber is designed to connect not only to the LCLS AMO beamline (as
for the work presented here) but possibly to numerous different beamlines at present
and future FEL and synchrotron facilities, the support was designed such that all
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the general dimensions and the setup of the CAMP instrument.
The FEL beam is entering the chamber from the left. The vacuum setup consists out of
4 connected chambers. C0 is for differential pumping to the beamline. C1 is the actual
interaction chamber of the FEL and the target, and capable of housing a variety of particle
detectors and spectrometers. C2 houses a movable set of pnCCD detectors for energy selective
detection of scattered or fluorescence photons, while C3 houses an identical but fixed set of
pnCCDs.8

parts of the experiment can be moved in all three spacial directions and can be tilted
in a horizontal and vertical motion around a pivotal point (see figure 3.38 ) at the
connection to the beamline. These motions can be controlled remotely via precision
stepper motors.
In the next sections, the specific detectors and target injection system used to conduct the experiments presented in this work are discussed, starting with an overview
of the setup and a discussion of experimental requirements.

3.2.2

Setup for Fragmentation Studies of Small Molecules

The experiment presented in this work, aimed at coincident 4π solid-angle detection
of multiple high-kinetic-energy ions from small molecules ionized and exploded by
an FEL pulse. To achieve this, the following setup was used.
The center piece of the setup is the ion 3D-momentum imaging spectrometer
8

Source: L. Strüder et al., Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A:
Accelerators, Spectrometers, Detectors and Associated Equipment 614, 483-496 (2010), figure 1,
copyright by Elsevier LTD., reference [125].
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Figure 3.4: Overview of the spectrometer and the target injection setup in the CAMP chamber
to perform coincident ion momentum spectroscopy on small organic molecules ionized with an
X-ray FEL. The schematics shows the main parts of the setup which are the incoming FEL
beam, the continuous gas jet of molecules, and the spectrometer which is built around the
interaction point.

(described in section 3.2.4). Inside this spectrometer, as shown in the schematics in figure 3.4, the focused FEL beam is overlapped with a continuous gas jet of
molecules. Operation conditions for conducting (ion-)coincidence experiments impose high requirements on the vacuum level, and restrict the target density that
can be used. In order to be able to measure several ionic fragments originating
from a single molecule, and avoid having events that result from more than one
molecule (false coincidences), the number of ionization events per shot has to be
kept low. To achieve a 95% probability of true coincidences, the average number
of ionized molecules per shot should be below 0.35, according to Poisson statistics
(also see [127]). To keep the ionization rate low, either the target density or the
number of ionizing photons has to be reduced – while the latter is not favorable for
the study of multiple photon absorption effects, since they depend non-linearly on
the number of photons per pulse.
Ions are not exclusively produced from the target molecule but also from the
ionization of residual gas in the vacuum chamber. Due to the fact that high-energy
photons of X-ray FELs easily ionize any material in the chamber with just a single
photon, maintaining a low vacuum pressure is crucial. Compared to optical laser
setups, where a lot of photons are needed to ionize – a condition only realized in a
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small focal volume – the ionization in the X-ray case can happen anywhere along
the beam path or can even be caused by stray-light away from the direct trajectory
of the beam eventually increasing the amount of unwanted background signal to an
intolerable level.
On the other hand, the significant reduction of the absorption cross sections
far above the deepest absorption edges of light elements (Z < 10) relaxes vacuum
requirements for the experiments at keV X-ray FELs compared to similar measurements at VUV or XUV frequencies. For typical elements in the rest-gas, namely
nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon, the photoionization cross sections (at 2 keV photon
energy) are 11.07 kbarn, 18.43 kbarn, and 6.017 kbarn, respectively. Considering
the large number of photons in the beam (Nphotons ≈ 1012 photons per pulse), the
amount of unwanted ions produced can be substantial.
The number of ionization events Nevents inside the spectrometer is given by:
Nevents = ρgas lspec σ Nphotons

(3.7)

Assuming a cross section σ = 10 kbarn and an interaction length lspec = 80 mm
through the spectrometer two ionization events occur per pulse, for a residual pressure of 1 · 10−9 mbar. Thus, in the experiments at the LCLS presented in this work,
a background pressure of less than 3 · 10−10 mbar was achieved, using several turbomolecular pumps and a cryo-pump.

3.2.3

Cold Molecular Jet

In order to produce a cold jet of target molecules for this experiment, a system
consisting of a gas-mixing cell, a so-called bubbler, and a continuous supersonic jet
was used. The components of this assembly are described in detail below.
The Supersonic Jet used in this work provides a continuous beam of cold target
atoms or molecules. This is realized by expanding gas from a reservoir of high
pressure pgas , which is in this case either the bubbler vessel or a gas bottle, into a
volume of low pressure pvacuum . Is the ratio between the two pressures pgas /pvacuum
higher than ∼ 2, the expansion happens such that the speed of the gas particles is
larger than the local speed of sound, e.g. a supersonic expansion is realized, and the
expansion process happens adiabatically.
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Then, for an ideal gas under optimum conditions, the free enthalpy plus the
kinetic thermal energy is transfered into kinetic energy in the beam direction in the
following way:
Ethermic + pV = 3/2N kB T + N kB T = 5/2N kB T = 1/2m~v 2

(3.8)

producing a fast and internally (in the moving reference frame) cold beam. The
velocity of an ideal atomic gas jet thus is:
vjet =

p

5kb T /m

(3.9)

where m is the mass of a gas particle. For the case of helium (m ≈ 4 amu) at room
temperature, the jet velocity is vjet ≈ 1700 m/s. This momentum component in the
jet propagation direction has to be considered in the analysis of the momenta of the
particles as it introduces an offset.
The target jet has to be cold in order to keep the thermal distribution of momenta
of the molecules narrow which otherwise can affect the momentum resolution of the
measurement. Moreover, a cold jet reduces the internal vibrational and rotational
energies of molecular targets, preparing them in less excited state, which improves
the accuracy of the molecular geometry measurements through ion kinetic energies.
The interaction of the expanding gas with the gas in the expansion chamber has
to be considered as well. The supersonic jet creates a shock wave that compresses
the residual gas. Only before the first shock, e.g. in the so-called zone of silence the
gas can expand freely. The distance of this shock front, the Mach disk, is calculated
by
dmachdisk

2
= dnozzle
3

r

pgas
pvacuum

(3.10)

where dnozzle is the diameter of the jet nozzle through which the gas is expanded [128].
To preserve the cooled beam, the inner part has to be cut out by a skimmer at less
than the Mach distance away from the nozzle.
In the present setup (see figure 3.5) this is done using a 180 µm skimmer placed at
a variable distance of 0 to 20 mm away from the nozzle opening that has a diameter
of 30 µm.
As the jet is operated continuously, the gas load in the first chamber after the
continuous nozzle is significant. To ensure that the UHV in the main chamber is
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Figure 3.5: Schematics of the supersonic gas jet and the apertures to collimate the particle
beam.

not affected and to collimate the beam, a second skimmer with a 400 µm diameter
limiting the transversal momentum of the particles, is placed 18 mm away from the
first one. Two further, downstream apertures of

3 mm are used to create a set

of two differential pumping stages before the main chamber. This way, a pressure
difference between ∼ 5 × 10−4 mbar in the first stage of the jet and ∼ 2 × 10−9 mbar
in the last differential pumping stage before the main chamber can be realized. In
the main chamber, a pressure of ∼ 3 × 10−10 mbar was achieved. The diameter of
the jet inside the spectrometer was less than 4 mm and kept small in order to limit
the size of the interaction volume with the FEL beam. After passing through the
spectrometer the jet enters the so-called jet-dump through a

6 mm aperture.

It

consists of two differential pumping sections that are separated from one another by
another

6 mm aperture and are capturing the beam to reduce the gas load on the

main chamber.
The Bubbler is a liquid containing pressure vessel where vapor from the liquid
target can be mixed with a carrier gas – in this case helium. A schematic of the
setup is depicted in figure 3.6. The flow of vapor from the bubbler is directly related
to the vapor pressure in the vessel which is a function of temperature and depends
on the characteristics of the liquid. An example of a vapor pressure curve for the
case of methyliodid is given in figure 3.6. Values for the boiling temperature and
the vapor pressure, of the target molecules used in this work are given in table 3.1.
As the vapor pressure strongly depends on the temperature of the liquid, a conve57
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Figure 3.6: Bubbler schematics and vapor pressure curve for methyliodide and water.

Target Molecule Boiling Temperature [◦ C] Vapor pressure at 25◦ C [mbar]
Methylselenol

24

1044

Ethylselenol

29

869

Iodine chloride

97

42

Methyliodide

64

540

Table 3.1: Boiling temperature and vapor pressure at room temperature for the molecules
studied in this work.

nient control of target flow is possible by external temperature regulation. However,
high temperatures can also cause chemical degradation of the target substance which
has to be considered. Another way to control the flow of the target into the jet is
by controlling the carrier gas flow. This is conveniently done by using a pressure
regulator in order to change the pressure ratio between the target vapor and the
carrier gas. However, for most of the molecules used in this work, it turned out to
be sufficient to connect the bubbler, containing the liquid target directly to the gas
jet without the use of additional carrier gas. This method works well for some small
molecules because of their high vapor pressure at room temperature, as listed in table 3.1, at moderate expansion conditions such that cluster formation is sufficiently
suppressed.
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3.2.4

3D-Momentum Imaging Ion Spectrometer

High-resolution momentum spectrometers were first developed for ion-atom collision experiments [129]. They allowed for the measurement of the target-ion recoil momentum with resolutions sufficient to resolve momentum transfers from the
ejected electrons. To resolve this small momentum transfer, the target gas has to
be cold, as described above, which led to the cold target recoil momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) technique. If the electrons are detected in addition to the
ions, a so-called reaction microscope (REMI) is realized [130]. Today, these instruments are used for a broad variety of experiments investigating atomic and molecular
dynamics, for example in photoionization, intense- or attosecond laser interactions
etc. [130]. Here, the fragments are extracted by a combination of constant electric
and magnetic fields. Thus, ions are accelerated towards one side of the spectrometer
onto one detector, whereas electrons are projected onto a second detector sitting on
the other end of the spectrometer. This allows to conduct kinematically complete
experiments where the momentum components of all fragments in their final state
can be measured [130].
In the experiment presented in this work, only the ions produced in the reaction
were detected with the specially designed spectrometer described in the following
section.

3.2.4.1

Spectrometer Parameters

The spectrometer shown in figure 3.7 is divided into two main parts, an extraction and a drift region, separated by a copper mesh. In the extraction regime, a
constant electric field is created between grid 1 and grid 2 by nine equally spaced
electrodes. Each electrode has a thickness of 1 mm and is made of aluminum with a
gold-plating to avoid voltage-inhomogeneities caused by insulating aluminum oxide
layers. The individual electrodes are held by two aluminum spacers that are isolated
towards the next electrode by ceramic (AlO3 ) discs and the distance between two
electrode surfaces is 9 mm. In order to apply potentials to each electrode, creating
a homogeneous electric field, without contacting all electrodes individually they are
interconnected using resistors (2MΩ), thus creating a voltage divider.
The ions are produced in the center of the extraction region where the FEL beam
and the target jet overlap. The second region of the spectrometer is between the
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the spectrometer (left) and photograph of the assembled spectrometer (right).

center grid and the first grid of the far detector. This region can either be used
as a second acceleration region, or, as it has been used in this work, as a fieldfree drift region. Which increases the difference in flight time between different
ion species, thus increasing the time resolution of the spectrometer. To avoid field
inhomogeneities the ends of the spectrometer are closed by grids.
The spectrometer axis, i.e. the axis connecting the two detectors at each end of
the setup, is oriented perpendicular to both the FEL beam propagation and the
gas-target jet direction. At the LCLS, the X-ray beam is linearly polarized, with
the polarization direction parallel to the the gas jet.
3.2.4.2

Time- and Position-Sensitive Detectors

The charged particles are detected by a combination of microchannel plates and
delay-line anodes [131]. With this combination, the flight-time and the impact
position of the ions on the detector can be simultaneously determined. The two
afore mentioned main parts of the detector will be explained in more detail in the
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Microchannel Plates (MCPs) are thin high-resistance glass plates with millions
of small parallel capillary tubes that are tilted with respect to the surface. Both
sides of these plates are coated with low-resistance material allowing to apply high
voltage across the plate and along the micro-channels. Impacting (charged) particles – with sufficient energy – create secondary electrons in the capillary. These
secondary electrons are accelerated by the field applied transverse to the plate along
the channels and can gain enough energy to produce more electrons upon impact
on the walls. For a typical voltage of 1 keV over a single plate, the cascade triggered
by one particle can produce 103 to 104 secondary electrons (amplification factor).
In the setup used in this work, the amplification was done with a stack of two
MCPs in a chevron configuration, where the capillaries of the two plates are forming
a V-shape. This configuration increases the detection efficiency, as no particles can
fly directly through the capillaries without hitting the walls, which also suppresses
ion feedback, and doubles the amplification to a total factor of 107 . The emission of
secondary electrons leads to a short voltage breakdown over the MCP that can be
coupled out using a capacitor and fed into an oscilloscope to serve as a time-signal
for a detected particle (see section 3.3.2).
The detection efficiency of the MCP is determined by the ratio of total area
covered by capillaries versus the rest of the detector area. This is between 50%
and 60%. Together with the 78% transmission of the grids, with a wire thickness
of 30 µm and a grid-width of 224 µm, the total theoretical detection efficiency for
charged particles is ∼ 30%.
Delay-Line-Anodes were used to determine the position where a particle hits
the detector. Here, the secondary electrons emitted from the back of the MCP
are collected on an arrangement of orthogonal double-wires called ”delay-lines” (see
figure 3.89 ), where they produce voltage pulses that propagate along the doublewires (Lecher-Line) in both orthogonal directions until they are detected at times t1
and t2 at both ends of each Lecher-Line, respectively. As the propagation speed is
constant, the position X where the electron cloud did hit the respective wire can be
9

Source: I. Ali et al., Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section B: Beam
Interactions with Materials and Atoms 149, 490-500 (1999), figure 2, copyright by Elsevier LTD.,
reference [131].
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Figure 3.8: The function principle of the delay-line-anode. The position where the electron
avalanche cloud from the MCPs hits the anode is obtained from the signal propagation time
along the wires.9

calculated from the arrival-time difference of the two signals:
(tx,1 − tx,2 ) ∼ X

(3.11)

For the measurements presented in this work, a quadratic delay-line detector from
the company RoentDek [132] was used. In this setup, two sets of wire-pairs that are
oriented perpendicular to each other are used to determine the X and Y positions on
the detector. For more detailed information see reference [131]. The spatial resolution is not limited to the distance between the wires, but can be further increased by
interpolation of the signals from different wires and a position resolution of 0.1 mm
is achievable. As described, for each direction, the delay-line consists of two separate
wires, forming a so-called Lecher-Line that reduces the impedance for high-frequency
signals and enables reduction of electronic noise by inherent subtraction.
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3.3

Data-Acquisition and Analysis Techniques

In this section, some data analysis methods used in this work are briefly addressed.
This includes the basic data-handling that is used to process the ”raw”data, as well as
algorithms to correlate and present the observed variables. Specific techniques such
as ion time-of-flight and coincidence spectroscopy are introduced. The correlation
of the data from the spectrometer with the LCLS parameters as well as the main
data processing was carried out using the CFEL–ASG Software Suite (CASS) [133].

3.3.1

LCLS Machine Data

The machine data that is recorded at the LCLS includes both, fast data that is collected for every shot, such as photon-energy, pulse-energy, etc., as well as slow data,
collected at 1 Hz which includes voltages, pressures and other settings of various
control devices. While the slow data is useful to control experimental parameters
over the course of longer measurements, the fast data can be used to correct the
information collected on a shot-to-shot basis.

3.3.2

Time-of-Flight Spectrum – Single-Ion Yield

Time-of-flight (ToF) spectra are a basic tool to determine the mass-to-charge ratio
of ions produced in an ionization process and to measure the particle momentum
component parallel to the spectrometer axis. The signal can be directly measured
using the spectrometer described in section 3.2.4 by decoupling the signal from the
MCP voltage supply through a capacity.
The flight time tToF of the measured ions is proportional to the mass m and the
charge q in the following way:
r
tToF ∝

m
q

(3.12)

By knowing the possible masses of the (ionic) fragments, the peaks at different
times in the time-of-flight spectrum can be allocated to ions with their respective
masses and charge states. A ToF-spectrum for the case of air, containing N2 and
O2 , is shown in figure 3.9. This spectrum shows ions of oxygen and nitrogen with
charge states ranging form q = 1+ to q = 3+. An example of a detailed calibration
of a time-of-flight spectrum to the mass-to-charge ratio and the further analysis is
given in the following paragraph.
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Figure 3.9: Example of a ToF spectrum of N2 and O2 .

Calibration of a ToF Spectrum
A precise way to calibrate a ToF-spectrum is to simulate the flight times of all fragments measured in the experiment taking into account the geometric and electrical
properties of the spectrometer. As the fields are either constant or zero for all the
parts of the spectrometer, the simulation formula achieved is the following:
s
tToFsim = toffset +



mion dextraction √
4x1 +
2 qion Uextraction

s



x22 
x1

(3.13)

where dextraction and Uextraction are the length and the applied voltage over the extraction region, x1 is the flight distance the ion travels along the spectrometer axis inside
the extraction field, x2 is the length of the drift region, and toffset is the difference
between the detector trigger timing and the time the laser pulse hits the target.
p
This yields a calibration curve of tToFsim versus m/q that can be directly compared to the measured tToF . From this curve, all the fragments can be directly
identified from the modeled spectra.
To extract the ion yield, i.e. the number of ions, of certain species one can integrate
over the respective ToF peak(s). This can be either done for all the isotopes (if there
are several natural isotopes) or for a specific isotope only.

3.3.3

3D-Momentum Coincidence Spectroscopy

With the use of ToF spectra, all the ions produced in the interaction can be determined. However, as a molecule consists of several atoms, a way to determine
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FEL Shot 1: Single shot time-of-flight

PIPICO Coincidence Spectrum

First peak
N2+

Second peak
N1+

FEL Shot 2: Single shot time-of-flight

O2+

O+

Figure 3.10: Example of how a PIPICO-spectrum is created from single-shot ToF traces (after
CFD) in the case of nitrogen (N+ N2+ ) and oxygen (O+ O2+ ) ion coincidences.

specific fragmentation channels of the molecule, for example the breakup of N2 into
N2+ + N3+ , is needed.
An easy way to pick out specific fragmentation channels of diatomic molecules
is by means of a so-called photoion-photoion-coincidence spectrum (PIPICO) that
directly shows ion-ion coincidences. In this method the time of flight of the first
arriving ion is plotted against the flight time of the second one on a shot-by-shot
basis, as illustrated in figure 3.10.
The coincident fragmentation channels form sharp lines in this spectrum that
reflect the conservation of total momentum in the Coulomb explosion process, since
the sum momenta of the emitted electron as well as of the photons absorbed are
comparably small.
Events, where more than one molecule was fragmented and fragments are detected, produce ion pairs that are uncorrelated and form a washed out background
underneath the sharp lines as shown for the case of N2 in figure 3.11. As discussed
earlier, this background of ”false coincidences” can be reduced by reducing the total
number of ionization events, thus, increasing the relative probability of only one
molecule being ionized in a single FEL pulse, rather then producing several ionized
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Figure 3.11: Example of a PIPICO-spectrum for air jet of N2 and O2 where the individual
fragmentation channels can be identified as tilted sharp lines.

molecules in one shot.
Another reason for broad coincidence lines in the PIPICO spectrum is dissociation
into more than two ionic fragments for larger molecules. In these cases conservation
of momentum between the two detected fragments is no longer given and the width
of the line is directly correlated to the momenta of the undetected fragments.
In order to filter the data for a certain fragmentation channel by way of two-fold
coincidence, first two time-of-flight windows are set for the targeted ions, respectively. Next, the sum of the momenta of the two ions has to be in a small window
around zero. By applying these conditions, one can select every fragmentation channel identified in the PIPICO spectrum and do further data analysis only on the data
corresponding to this channel – meaning on a dataset containing mostly events where
a certain final charge state of the target molecule was measured. In the following,
this will be called a fragmentation channel or sometimes the final charge state of the
molecule. An example would be Se2+ C+ for the measured coincidence of a selenium
q = 2+ ion and a carbon q = 1+ ion.
In the same fashion, filters for isotopes can be implemented as they have a different
mass and form a separate line in the PIPICO spectrum.
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Calculating Ion Momenta
By utilizing a position- and time-sensitive detector system as described in section 3.2.4.2, it is possible to reconstruct the 3D momentum vector of the detected
charged particle in the following way.
For each particle, the position on the detector (X, Y ) and the time of impact t
is known. By calculating the kinetics of charged particle in a homogeneous electric
field, the position on the detector can be calculated:
Px
t
m
Py + Pjet
Y =
t
m
Ea qt2 Pz
Z=
+ t + Zdrift
2m
m

X=

(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)

where X, Y, are the positions on the detector (relative to center) and Z is the distance
from the interaction point to the detector. Px , Py , and Pz are the particle momenta,
m is the mass of the particle, Ea is the accelerating electric field and Zdrift is the
length of the drift tube. The asymptotic momentum vectors can then be calculated
by solving these equations for Px , Py , and Pz . With the information of (Px , Py , Pz )i
for several particles measured in coincidence, angles between ion trajectories and
correlated kinetic energies can be studied.
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Chapter 4
Multiple Ionization of Small
Molecules in Intense X-Ray FEL
Pulses
In this section, the results obtained during two measurement campaigns at the LCLS
are presented. The data were taken using the CAMP chamber at the AMO beamline
with the setup described in detail in the previous chapter.
The atomic and molecular targets studied in this work are listed in table 4.1.
Sample Name

Chemical Formula

Ionized Shell / Photon Energy

Section

Krypton

Kr

Kr L (2s, 2p) / 2000 eV

4.1

Methylselenol

CH3 −SeH

Se L (2s, 2p) / 1700 eV, 2000 eV

4.2

Ethylselenol

CH3 −CH2 −SeH

Se L (2s, 2p) / 1700 eV

4.3

Xenon

Xe

Xe M (3s, 3p) / 1500 eV, 2000 eV

4.4

Iodine Chloride

Cl−I

I M (3s, 3p) / 1500 eV, 2000 eV

4.4

Methyl Iodide

CH3 −I

I M (3s, 3p) / 1500 eV

4.5

Table 4.1: List of the samples investigated in this work. The chemical formula show the
composition of the molecular constituents. The ”ionized shell” indicates the electronic shell of
the atom (in the molecule) that has the highest partial photoabsorption cross section for single
photon absorption.
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As discussed in the introduction, a specific class of molecules containing a single high-Z atom, namely selenium or iodine, was chosen for this study. The high
photoabsorption cross section of the heavy atom constituent results in overall high
ionization of the molecule and ensures that initial photoabsorption is localized. This
allows studying the influence of the molecular environment on multiple X-ray ionization, subsequent charge redistribution mechanisms, and the role of intra- and
interatomic decay mechanisms. To highlight the effects of the molecular partners,
isolated atomic species with similar absorption cross sections and electronic structure, namely krypton and xenon, were studied under the same experimental conditions.

4.1

Multiple Ionization of Krypton

Before the more complex molecular systems with heavy atom constituents are studied, some basic processes induced by intense ultra-short X-ray pulses are discussed
for isolated krypton atoms. As mentioned above, these results also provide a natural
reference data set for the later discussion of similar processes in selenium-containing
molecules.
Charge State Distribution
Figure 4.1 shows an ion time-of-flight spectrum for atomic krypton taken at an FEL
pulse length of 5 fs (nominal), a photon energy of 2 keV with a mean pulse energy of
0.4 mJ (0.2 mJ FWHM), corresponding to a fluence of ∼ 15 µJ/µm2 , or an intensity
of 3 · 1017 W/cm2 .
The charge states with the highest abundance are Kr5+ and Kr6+ , whereas the
highest charge state observed is Kr16+ . Comparing these results with earlier measurements for single photon absorption [134, 135, 136, 137], where charge states up
to Kr8+ were observed, it is clear that, although single photon absorption processes
still dominate, pronounced multi-photon contributions are present. In particular,
the charge states above Kr8+ , which are not present in the single photon spectra,
are an unambiguous indication for multi-photon effects.
The number of photons absorbed by a single krypton atom to reach a certain final
charge state can be experimentally determined by measuring the ion yield of this
charge state as a function of FEL pulse energy, which is proportional to the pulse
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Figure 4.1: ToF-spectrum of krypton with 5 fs FEL pulses, 0.4 mJ pulse energy, at a photon
energy of 2000 eV.

intensity. Using equation 2.14, the power dependence n, and, thus, the number of
absorbed photons can be determined by using the following expression for the pulse
energy E dependent yield Y :
Y = CE n

(4.1)

where C is a fit constant.
In figure 4.2(a), the ion yield as a function of FEL pulse energy is shown for
seven Kr charges states between Kr6+ and Kr16+ in a double logarithmic plot. In
addition, the lines given by equation (4.1) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are shown. From
the comparison of experimental data and the calculated curves, it can be seen that
the lowest depicted charge state, Kr6+ , is in good agreement with n = 1 and is
thus produced mainly by one photon absorption. This is also the case for the lower
charge states of Kr that are not shown in the figure. For higher charge states, the
slope n increases and four photons are absorbed to reach Kr14+ .
In order to understand the charge-state distribution, the sequential Auger processes (cascades) that happen during de-excitation of the (2s)- or (2p)-vacancy have
to be considered. For the case of single photon absorption, this is shown in figure 4.2(b). The core-holes created in Kr at the (2s) and (2p) levels decay mostly
into (3d) vacancies and these, in turn, decay to the valence levels. The measured
relative ion yields reflect the branching ratios of different pathways ending up in the
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(a) Krypton ion yield versus pulse energy

(b) Krypton Auger cascade schematics

Figure 4.2: (a) Krypton ion yield versus FEL pulse energy to identify the number of photons n
absorbed to create a certain charge state. The values for n are given next to the power dependence curves (representations of equation 4.1; solid lines). (b) Scheme of possible Auger decay
cascades after (2s) or (2p) photoionization of Kr. For reduced complexity of the schematics
only the main decay channels are shown.

respective final state upon single photon absorption [137].
In the case of FEL X-ray pulses, several photons might be absorbed within the
(nominal) pulse length of 5 fs. Then, the Auger cascade is very likely not completed,
i.e. the atom is not completely de-excited, at the time when a second photon is
absorbed. Considering the Auger lifetimes shown in table 2.1 section 2.2.2, it can be
estimated how far the cascade, triggered by the first photoabsorption, can proceed
until the second photon is absorbed. The average time between the absorption of
two photons can be estimated by the pulse length of 5 fs and the number of photons
absorbed. For the highest charge states in krypton, this is up to 5 photons in 5 fs
resulting in a photon absorbed about every 1 femtosecond. According to the Auger
lifetimes and the schematic of a possible cascade, this shows that most likely only the
first fast LLM- and LMM-Auger decays in table 4.2 will happen before the absorption
of the second or even third photon occurs. The additionally absorbed photons do
not stop the cascades started after the first core-vacancy, but rather induce new
ones that decay in parallel, resulting in very complex electron dynamics. For more
detailed discussions on multi-photon ionization of rare gases see reference [121].
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Auger decay

Transition

Lifetime

LLM

Kr+ (2s−1 ) → Kr2+ (2p−1 3d−1 )

160 as

LMM

Kr2+ (2p−1 3d−1 ) → Kr3+ (3d−3 )

560 as

MMN

Kr3+ (3d−3 ) → Kr4+ (3d−2 4s−1 4p−1 )

7 fs

MNN

Kr4+ (3d−2 4s−1 4p−1 ) → Kr5+ (3d−1 4s−2 4p−2 )

18 fs

MNN

Kr5+ (3d−1 4s−2 4p−2 ) → Kr6+ (4s−2 4p−4 )

155 fs

Table 4.2: Auger lifetimes in a possible pathway of a cascade after Kr (2s) ionization.

4.2

Methylselenol Fragmentation Dynamics
after Inner-Shell Photoionization

Methylselenol (CH3 SeH) represents one of the simplest organic molecules containing selenium compounds. It consists of only two heavy constituents, carbon and
selenium, which give the molecule a geometrical reference axis, and four additional
hydrogen atoms, three at the carbon and one at the selenium site, as shown in
figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the equilibrium geometry of methylselenol.

4.2.1

Fragmentation Channels of Methylselenol

When methylselenol, is photo-ionized, it can undergo complete fragmentation into
several multiply charged fragments in the following way:
photoionization

dissociation

CH3 SeH + n·h̄ω −−−−−−−−→ [CH3 SeH]a+ −−−−−−→ Seb+ + Cc+ + 4 Hd+
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where a, b, c and d are integer numbers starting from 0 and a = b + c + d. The
molecule thus can dissociate into a mix of charged and neutral atomic fragments or
into larger molecular ions such as, for example, [SeH]+ + [CH3 ]+ .
With the experimental setup used in this work, only the ionic fragments can
be detected. However, as previous investigations have shown, photoionization of
methyl compounds at one of the deep inner-shell edges of a heavy atom constituent
generally leads to a complete fragmentation of the molecules into atomic ions [73].
Thus, the contribution of neutral fragments is expected to be small. The ions are
detected using the 3D momentum ion spectrometer as described in section 3.3.3.
Figure 4.4 shows the time-of-flight spectra of ions produced in the interaction of
intense LCLS pulses with methylselenol molecules at photon energies of 2000 eV and
1700 eV. For the same (nominal) pulse duration of 80 fs (figure 4.4 traces (a) and
(b)), there are only very subtle differences in the ion yields of the molecule after
ionization at these two photon energies, which are both sufficient to produce (2s)
and (2p) core-holes in selenium. Although the photoionization cross sections are
different – 0.6 Mbarn at 1.7 keV and 0.4 Mbarn at 2.0 keV – the yields of the higher
charge states of Se relative to Se+ are comparable. A reason for this could be that
at 2 keV, secondary multiple ionization processes, such as shake-off and shake-up,
become more likely because of the higher excess energy, compensating somewhat
lower photoabsorption cross section. Some of the small differences in the spectra
can also be caused by changes in other machine parameters at the two different
wavelengths and pulse durations that cannot be monitored and compensated by
renormalization.
From the time-of-flight spectra, ionic fragments of Se1+ to Se9+ and C1+ to C3+ ,
created from the target molecule, are identified. It has to be noted that the flight
times of selenium Se5+ , Se6+ , and Se7+ have significant overlap with O1+ and C1+ ,
which makes it challenging if not impossible to distinguish these fragments by simple
ToF spectroscopy. In addition to the atomic fragments, there is a small signal at
flight times of the singly charged parent ion as well as signatures of CHn + fragments
(with 1 < n < 3), which have a count rate that is about 10 times lower than that
of Se1+ . The spectrum also shows O1+ and O2+ ions from the residual gas in the
main vacuum chamber as well as from impurities in the bubbler and the injection
systems.
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Figure 4.4: Ion time-of-flight spectra resulting from methylselenol fragmentation for different
photon energies and pulse durations: (a; blue) 2 keV, 80 fs, and 2.5 mJ; (b; red) 1.7 keV, 80 fs,
and 2 mJ; (c; green) 2 keV, 5 fs, and 0.4 mJ. All three curves are normalized on the Se+ peak.
The inset in the upper left corner shows the region of higher Se charge states on a logarithmic
scale. The changes in the background signal (indicated by the arrows) are due to the lower
target density used for the measurement with 5 fs pulses. Note, that curves b) and c) have an
offset in yield for better visibility that is not present in the zoomed in inset.
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Figure 4.4 (c) shows the time-of-flight spectrum of the ions produced by ultrashort 5 fs LCLS pulses at 2000 eV photon energy. Although the spectrum is overall
similar to the results obtained with longer pulses, a pronounced difference can be
seen in the highest charge states of Se (shown in the inset of figure 4.4). The
yields of Se8+ and Se9+ are considerably suppressed for the ultra-short pulses, which
is most likely the consequence of the lower pulse energy10 . For the conditions of
this experiment, effects of frustrated X-ray absorption for short pulses, discussed in
reference [22, 25], are not expected to play a significant role, given the very short
Auger lifetimes of the Se L-shell vacancies of less than 1 fs.
Another apparent difference is visible in the relative peak heights of the Se2+ ,
Se3+ , and Se4+ fragments as compared to Se1+ . The Se2+ to Se4+ peaks appear
higher for the short pulse, although the integrated yield for each of these channels is
roughly the same for both pulse durations. The peaks for the 5 fs pulse are narrower,
reflecting the lower average kinetic energy of the fragments which are most likely
due to the overall lower level of ionization (see section 4.2.4 for a detailed discussion
of fragment kinetic energies in the 5 fs case).
Non-coincident time-of-flight spectra such as those shown in figure 4.4 only reveal
information on the yield of individual ionic fragments. However, as described in
section 3.3.3, there are correlations between ions originating from the same molecule,
that remain unresolved in simple ToF spectra, but can be exploited by coincidence
spectroscopy in order to identify the final state of the whole molecular system, and
to disentangle different fragmentation channels.
A typical photoion-photoion coincidence (PIPICO) spectrum for methylselenol
irradiated with 5 fs X-ray pulses of 2 keV photons and an average power of 400 µJ,
corresponding11 to a fluence of ∼ 15 µJ/µm2 , or an intensity of 3 · 1017 W/cm2 , is
shown in figure 4.5. There are a total of 27 different fragmentation channels that
can be identified by looking only at the coincidences between the two heavy ions,
Sen+ and Cm+ . It should be noted that in the fragmentation of methylselenol, most
of the momentum is carried by the two heavy fragments selenium and carbon, which
makes it possible to identify correlated coincidence lines in the PIPICO spectrum
considering only these two constituents. For channels with high yield and longer
10

This represents the highest pulse energy 0.4 ± 0.2 mJ that could be achieved using the ”short
bunch” mode that produces sub 10 fs pulses.
11
Assuming a pulse length of 5 fs and a focus size of 3 × 3 µm, where the latter is based on
simulation parameters used in reference [121] to model the charge-state distribution in krypton.
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Figure 4.5: PIPICO spectrum of methylselenol fragmentation after interaction with 5 fs FEL
pulses of 2 keV photon energy and a pulse energy of 0.4 mJ. The two insets are zooms into
low (green) and high charge channels (red). For strong channels, the five main isotopes of
selenium can be identified in the spectrum as distinct parallel lines.

flight times, the five main isotopes of selenium can be distinguished as parallel lines
in the PIPICO spectrum. These five lines can also be identified in the sum of the
momenta of coincident selenium and carbon ions. Examples of momenta sums for
a few channels are shown in figure C.1 of the appendix. By selecting only ion pairs
whose momentum sum lies in the main peak close to zero, the ambiguity of different
isotopes can be removed from the coincidence spectra. Moreover, this also eliminates
false coincidences with ions from the background or of ions originating from different
molecules12 .
In the following sections the data are filtered according to the momentum conservation conditions described above in order to extract the yields and 3D momentum
vectors of the ions originating from particular fragmentation channels.
12

For methylselenol, this cut in the momentum sum of the two heavy ions was only done in
the Z-component (calculated from the ToF). X- and Y- components remained untouched as lower
momentum resolution along these directions makes distinguishing the isotopes very challenging.
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Figure 4.6: Yield of heavy-ion-fragment coincident channels from methylselenol as a function
of charge state for a pulse energy of 0.4 mJ, 5 fs pulse length, and a photon energy of 2000 eV.
Note that the Se7+ C1+ and Se7+ C2+ channels were omitted because of false coincidences due
to Se1+ and C1+ having the same mass to charge ratio.

4.2.2

Ionization Yields

After identifying the fragmentation channels from the PIPICO spectrum, it is possible to extract the relative yields of the individual channels. These relative yields
shown in figure 4.6 reflect the probability of the system ending up in a given charge
state and, thus, provide first information on the processes triggered by inner-shell
photoionization at the selenium site (L-shell).
When examining the yields of different charge-state combinations in figure 4.6, it
can be seen that the channels with the lowest total charge have the highest abundance and that the abundance in most cases decreases with increasing charge states.
In addition, channels that have higher charged carbon ions than selenium ions, i.e.
qC > qSe , such as Se+ + C3+ , have lower relative yields. This can be understood by
considering that the ionization cross section of the selenium L-shell is much higher
than for any carbon shell13 , which means that it is much more likely that photons
13

Se cross section 406 kbarn at 2 keV; C cross section 6.02 kbarn at 2 keV (XCOM NIST)
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Figure 4.7: Total charge induced on the methylselenol molecule compared to the charge-state
distribution observed in Kr under the same conditions. Heavy-ion charge represents the sum of
Se and C charges measured in coincidence, whereas CH3 SeH charge denotes the total charge
of the molecule assuming that four H+ ions were produced. The Kr and methylselenol data
were taken at a pulse energy around 0.4 mJ, 5 fs pulse length, and 2 keV photon energy.

are absorbed by the selenium atom. Considering all coincident ion pairs, the average
charge state for carbon ions is q̄C = 1.41, and for selenium ions is q̄Se = 2.55.
In order to deduce the total charge induced in the molecular system, the sum
of selenium and carbon charge (qSe + qC ) is determined for each channel, and the
yields of all channels with the same qSe + qC are added together. This reduces the
27 carbon-selenium coincidence channels to 11 groups, which are in the following
referred to as heavy-ion charge states. Their abundances are shown in figure 4.7
(gray bars).
As coincident detection of all six ionic fragments could not be achieved, assumptions have to be made in order to conclude on the final charge of the molecule.
Although some proton fragments were detected in coincidence, they are not considered for the determination of the total charge state of the molecule, because of the
intrinsically low multi-ion detection efficiency and the rather low repetition rate of
120Hz at the LCLS made it impossible to gather enough statistics for coincidences
of more than three particles in the beam time given. Assuming that all the four
hydrogen fragments are charged by 1+ each, i.e. adding a charge of four to every
heavy-ion charge state, results in a distribution that represents an estimate of the
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total molecular charge (solid black bars). At least for higher heavy-ion charge states,
this estimate seems valid [138], while there may be considerable deviations for low
charge states.
Comparing the total molecular charge created from methylselenol with the charge
of atomic krypton (deduced from figure 4.1) measured under the same experimental
conditions, good agreement between the atomic and the molecular case is found.
Both distributions show charge states of up to 16+ and the general shapes of the
distributions are very similar for q > 6+.
The average charge state induced in Kr, is q̄Kr = 5.92, whereas for methylselenol,
the average heavy-ion charge is q̄Se+C = 3.97 and the average total molecular charge,
assuming creation of four H+ fragments, is q̄MeSeH = 7.97. The discrepancy between
Kr and the molecule can be explained by the fact that while the assumption of all
four hydrogen atoms being charged is certainly close to reality for high charge states,
where carbon and selenium are both missing two or more electrons (as was observed
for the protons of SiH4 after Si (1s → σ ∗ ) excitation [138]), it is much less accurate
for the low charge states, where it is more likely that some of the hydrogen atoms
dissociate as neutral fragments.
Another difference is the increased yield of total molecular charge states above
14+ as compared to Kr. This can be accredited to the fact that methylselenol
has more electrons in total than Kr and, even more important, a higher density
of states, as well as an increased total number of electrons in the valence orbitals.
This results, e.g., in a higher probability of higher order ionization processes such
as shake-off [136]14 in the molecule as compared to the single atom. This behavior
is most prominent in channels where the number of absorbed photons is higher, as
will be discussed in the next section.
To summarize the discussion of figure 4.7, it can be stated that the total overall charge created in atomic krypton and the selenium containing molecule, which
both have similar absorption cross sections at a photon energy of 2 keV, is in good
agreement, whereas the maximum charge state in selenium (Se9+ ) is significantly
lower that in krypton (Kr16+ ). This clearly indicates charge redistribution within the
molecule that transfers the charge initially localized at the Se site towards the neighboring carbon and hydrogen atoms. In order to further understand the processes
14

Shake-off probability in Kr after first (2s) or (2p) ionization is around 12% for (4p); 2% for
(4s); 3% for (3d); and less for other shells, according to reference [136].
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underlying these charge redistribution effects, more information can be extracted
from the data as discussed in the following sections.

4.2.3

Multi-Photon Absorption

To gain insight into the dynamics of multi-photon absorption in a molecular system,
the FEL pulse-energy dependence of the system’s charge states, as introduced for
krypton, is investigated.
In figure 4.8, the yields of individual coincident Se and C ion channels are shown as
a function of FEL pulse energy in a double-logarithmic representation. Figure 4.8(a)
provides an overview of channels showing different slopes ranging from n = 1 to
n = 4 including ”mixed” channels indicated by non-integer slopes, e.g. n = 1.5.
The pulse energy changes between 0.1 mJ and 0.6 mJ, corresponding15 to an FEL
intensity of 0.9 · 1017 W/cm2 to 3.5 · 1017 W/cm2 . The errors in the ion yield are
statistical errors, whereas the error in the shot-to-shot pulse energy determination
by the GED is unknown but assumed to be small and to only result in an offset
rather than to change the slope.
The channels with a slope of n = 1 are shown in figure 4.8(b). Those include
the methylselenol parent ion [CH3 SeH]+ whose intensity-dependent yield is in good
agreement with the function, verifying the linearity of the GED in the pulse energy
range discussed here. Other channels that are produced by single-photon absorption,
are Se1+ C1+ and Se2+ C1+ , which represent the heavy-ion charge states with the
lowest induced charge in the methylselenol molecule.
For channels with higher charge, such as Se3+ C1+ to Se4+ C2+ shown in figure 4.8(c) and 4.8(d), the overall slope can be approximated best assuming n = 1.5.
In fact, the slope is dependent on the pulse energy, as can be seen from the two
solid gray curves in figure 4.8(c) for the Se3+ C1+ channel. Below a pulse energy
of ∼ 0.33 mJ, the experimental data points of this channel follow a function with
slope n = 1 and above this pulse energy, there is an increase in the slope to n = 2.
This is consistently observed for all channels with heavy-ion charge qSeC ≤ 4 with an
indication that the change in slope occurs at different pulse energies for individual
channels. The explanation for this finding is that there are two different competing
pathways leading to the same final state. One route involves the absorption of just
15

Assuming a pulse length of 5 fs and a focus size of 3 × 3 µm, where the latter is based on
simulation parameters used in reference [121] to model the charge-state distribution in krypton.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of slopes n for individual coincident Se and C ion channels represented
in a double-logarithmic plot of channel yield versus FEL pulse energy. Dashed-dotted color lines
in the overview spectrum (a) and solid (gray) lines (b - f) are representations of equation 4.1
for different numbers of absorbed photons n as indicated. Solid gray lines in (c, d) show
functions with slopes n = 1 and n = 2 for two regions of pulse energies for the Se3+ C1+ to
Se4+ C2+ channels.
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one photon, whereas in the other the absorption of a second photon occurs during
the Auger cascade triggered by the first one. The two-photon pathway tends to
dominate at higher pulse energies E due to its E 2 dependence as compared to the
”single photon path” increasing linearly with the pulse energy E.

Channels with larger heavy-ion charges qSeC > 6 and, surprisingly also some with
qSeC < 6 but very asymmetric charge distribution involving C3+ ions, show slopes of
n = 2 and higher as can be seen from figure 4.8(e). Here, an increase in the slope,
changing form n to n + 1, can be observed for the exemplary Se6+ C3+ and Se1+ C3+
channels, as indicated by the solid gray lines. For these channels, the statistics
for pulse energies below 0.2 mJ become very small, producing large error bars and
reducing the signal-to-background ratio. The highest charge states in the molecule
(shown in figure 4.8(f)), i.e. Se7+ C3+ and Se8+ C2+ show slopes of n = 3 or even
n = 4 for Se8+ C3+ and Se9+ C3+ . This corresponds to the absorption of up to 4
photons in the course of a pulse of 5 fs duration.

Comparing the slopes discussed above with the measurements for krypton shown
in figure 4.2(a), several tendencies are observed. First, it can be noted that the
charge states of Kr produced with less than two photons, i.e. up to Kr9+ , match with
the number of photons absorbed to produce a similar total charge in the molecule,
which are the channels with charges lower than Se5+ C2+ or Se3+ C3+ . However, the
krypton slopes show no significant kinks like the ones observed in methylselenol. An
explanation of this different behavior could be the afore discussed ambiguity in the
total charge state of the molecule due to the fact that multiple coincidences with
all hydrogen ions were not considered. For higher charge states, the slopes in Kr
increase very rapidly from a slope of n = 2 for Kr10+ to n = 5 for Kr16+ , whereas for
methylselenol the highest slope observed within the statistical error bars is n = 4,
for Se9+ C3+ (corresponding to a total molecular charge state of 16+).

The latter is another indication that a given number of photons can produce
higher total charge states in the molecule than in the atom, due to the increased
number of valence electrons in the molecule which enhance the contributions of
shake-off processes or may allow for ejection of additional electrons during an Auger
cascade for example by double Auger decay.
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4.2.4

Fragmentation Dynamics: Kinetic Energies and Bond
Lengths

The methylselenol molecule consists of three different elements, namely selenium,
carbon and hydrogen, with atomic masses of 79, 12 and 1 amu (atomic mass units),
respectively. The different masses result in differences in the speed of nuclear motion
in the dissociation of the molecule, thus ”probing” the dynamics of the photoionization and subsequent Auger decays on different time scales.

4.2.4.1

Selenium and Carbon Energies

Selenium is the heaviest constituent in methylselenol. For the photon energies considered here it also has the highest photoabsorption cross section. As such, it is
both, the ”static” center in terms of movement compared to the other ions, and the
”source” of charge that is induced in the molecular system by photoionization of the
Se L-shell. As one of the consequences of its large mass, selenium is the least affected
by momentum transfer from hydrogen ions in the dissociation of the molecule.
The kinetic energy distributions (KEDs) of the selenium ions for different heavyion charge states are shown in figure 4.9(a). The maximum of the KED is shifting
towards higher energies for larger qSeC and, at the same time, the width of the KED
increases. The measured KEDs are compared to the kinetic energies obtained from
the Coulomb explosion simulation presented in section 2.3.2, which are indicated
by vertical lines of the same color in figure 4.9(a) with the corresponding channel
indicated next to them. Note that for all channels in the simulation, unless specified
otherwise, all four hydrogen atoms are assumed to have a charge of 1+.
The measured KEDs are in reasonable agreement with the Coulomb explosion
simulation, only for the Se1+ C1+ and the Se2+ C1+ channels, assuming equilibrium
geometry and equilibrium bond lengths of the methylselenol molecule. For all higher
final charge states, however, the simulation tends to overshoot the measured energies,
which becomes more and more severe as the charge state of the molecule increases.
This is a clear indication for considerable motion of the nuclei taking place on the
time scale of the multiple-ionization process itself, i.e. the bond lengths stretch while
the molecular charge is still increasing via Auger decay (cascade) and/or absorption
of additional photons.
For the carbon ions, which have a smaller mass by a factor of ∼ 6.6 as compared
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(a) Selenium ion kinetic energy distributions.

(b) Carbon ion kinetic energy distributions.

Figure 4.9: Overview of selenium and carbon ion kinetic energy distributions for different
heavy-ion charge states of methylselenol (Se-C ion coincidences). Simulated kinetic energies
for the same charge states are indicted at the bottom by vertical lines of the same color.
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to selenium, the discrepancy between measured KEDs and simulated energies is even
more severe, as shown in figure 4.9(b). Whereas the energy distributions for Se1+ C1+ ,
Se2+ C1+ , and Se2+ C2+ are in good agreement with the simulation the difference
between the model calculation and measurement rises rapidly with increasing charge
states. For the Se4+ C1+ channel for example the simulated energy for carbon ions
of 22 eV is already 20% larger than the maximum of the measured distribution at
16 eV. Higher charged channels have distributions of carbon ion kinetic energies that
are even further away from the simulated values. In most of these cases, especially
for channels with carbon 3+, the simulated energy is at the end of the high-energy
tail of the measured energy distribution.
According to equation 2.20, for a diatomic molecule that undergoes ionic fragmentation, the total potential energy at t0 , and thus, the final total kinetic energy
of the system in eV can be written as
Ekin,final = Epot,t0 [eV] = 14.49 ×

q 1 q2
R[Å]

(4.2)

where qi are the charges of the two ions and R is the internuclear distance in
Ångström. Although, in the case of methylselenol this is not completely true because of the four additional hydrogen atoms present, their relatively small masses
and, thus, small momenta, allow to approximate the molecule as a diatomic Se−C
system.
In figure 4.10, the sum of the kinetic energies of coincident carbon and selenium
ions is shown as a function of their charge state product, i.e. (qSe · qC ). The symbols
represent the maximum of the sum kinetic energy distribution (sKED), whereas the
vertical bars do not depict error bars but the width of each distribution at the half
maximum height, which is for most channels a non-symmetrical full width at half
maximum (FWHM). The final kinetic energies as a function of the charge-state
product, calculated from equation 4.2 for two internuclear distances R0 = 1.97 Å
and R = 3 Å, are also shown in figure 4.10 as dashed and solid lines.
To further test whether the assumption of negligible influence of the protons
is correct, sum kinetic energies for a few exemplary channels simulated with the
Coulomb explosion model for the actual molecule including the protons are indicated
by the magenta circles. The agreement between the simulation values and the simple
two atom curve for R0 = 1.97 Å (equilibrium distance) is good, and shows only minor
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Figure 4.10: Measured (full symbols) and calculated (lines) sum kinetic energy of Se and C
ions as a function of the product of their charge states. Open circles represent the results of
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maximum, and not the error bars.
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differences for large charge-state products (> 15).
Comparing the calculated energies with the measured sKEDs for methylselenol,
it can be seen that only the channels with the lowest charges, namely Se1+ C1+ ,
Se2+ C1+ , Se3+ C1+ , Se4+ C1+ , and Se2+ C2+ show kinetic energies that are in good
agreement with the R0 = 1.97 Å curve. For all other channels with higher chargestate products, the measured sKED is significantly lower than expected for the
assumption of instantaneous charge-up of the molecular system, as indicated by the
magenta solid line. It is found that the sKED maxima for high charge states can
be better represented by equation 4.2 for an internuclear distances of R = 3 Å,
represented by the gray dashed line in figure 4.10.
The reason for this is, as already mentioned above, that the charge of the system
further increases via Auger decay and photon absorption as the molecule already
begins to fragment, or, in this picture, as R starts to increase. This produces lower
final kinetic energies of the fragments compared to the case where the final charge
state is already reached at the smaller equilibrium distance R0 . In this context, the
gray dashed line in figure 4.10 for a distance of R = 3 Å provides an estimate for the
average molecular deformation during few-photon absorption and subsequent Auger
decay. This means that the molecule is stretched by ∼ 50% of the equilibrium
internuclear distance within 5 fs to 20 fs, considering the pulse length and Auger
decay lifetimes.
The channels where the final carbon charge is higher than the selenium one,
qC > qSe , show a special behavior. In both Se1+ C3+ , Se2+ C3+ , and Se1+ C2+ , the distribution of ion kinetic energies is very broad and extends far beyond the simulated
energy. This observation is very surprising since the assumption of instantaneous CE
at R0 normally provides the upper limit for the ion kinetic energies detected upon a
breakup of a multiply ionized molecule. The most plausible explanation, going well
along with the observed numbers of absorbed photons that is higher than for other
channels with the same charge-state product, implies that the whole Se-C complex
is initially charged higher than in its final state, resulting in CE at small R with
high fragment energies, and, subsequently, sharing the charge with the neighboring
protons. As mentioned, according to the measured intensity-dependent yields, the
final states which fulfill qC > qSe correspond to the absorption of 2 or even 3 photons
(see figure 4.8). Although one of the photons might be absorbed by the carbon
K-shell, two-photon absorption by the carbon atom is extremely unlikely due to the
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low cross section. Therefore, the pathways to these final states most likely involve
”interatomic” molecular Auger decay, ”filling” Se inner-shell vacancies with valence
electrons of the C and H atoms, which, as mentioned above, is more probable to
happen at small internuclear distances [73]. Thus, the presence of these asymmetric
channels along with their anomalously high CE energies most likely reflects ultrafast
charge rearrangement involving inner-shell vacancies and occurring before any significant nuclear motion. Considering that two or even three photons are absorbed and
that, according to the sKEDs of the channels under discussion would correspond to
qSe · qC ∼ 10 to 16, one is lead to conclude that all four hydrogen atoms are ionized.
The role of the four hydrogen atoms is addressed in detail in the next section.
4.2.4.2

Proton Kinetic Energies

As the charge generation (subsequent removal of electrons) in the molecule happens
on about the same timescale as the FEL pulse duration, namely within a few up to
a few tens of femtoseconds (see table 4.2), it is interesting to inspect an observable
in the system that exhibits dynamics on a similar time scale. This is the case for
the motion of the protons. Thus, by looking at the proton KEDs, which are, in first
approximation, inversely proportional to the distance to their next neighbor ions the
fast ionization dynamics can be investigated.
In general, the measured proton kinetic energy distributions, which are shown in
figure 4.11, only show a weak dependence on the corresponding heavy-ion charge
state. The relative increase in kinetic energy of the maxiumum of the KEDs for
higher Se charge states is by no means as strong as for the carbon KEDs, where the
kinetic energy increases for the Se1+ C1+ , Se4+ C2+ and Se9+ C3+ channels like 6 eV,
34 eV to ∼ 100 eV, respectively. This is an increase by a factor of 16.7 (for selenium
this increase is by a factor of ∼ 19), whereas for protons, the kinetic energy increases
for the same channels from 15 eV , 30 eV to ∼ 40 eV, which is only a factor of 2.7.
This trend is in accordance with the simple Coulomb explosion model, where the
increase in kinetic energy is ∼ 26.5 for carbon, ∼ 23.5 for selenium, and ∼ 4.0 for
protons.
In contrast to the KEDs of the heavy ions, the simulated energies for the protons
are in almost all cases even above the high-energy tail of the measured KEDs. This
indicates that the protons are starting to fly away in an early stage of the ionization
process. As protons have a mass that is ∼ 12 times smaller than the one of carbon
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Figure 4.11: Kinetic energy distributions of hydrogen ions for different final states of the
molecular system (Se-C ion coincidences). Simulations are indicated by the vertical lines of
the same color at the bottom with input charge states next to them. Colors of the simulations
correspond to the colors of the measured data points and other channels are denoted by gray
lines. Note that the gray lines ”Se1+ C0 ” and ”Se2+ C0 ” represent simulations where only the
selenium ion and the proton next to selenium was charged and the rest of the molecule remains
neutral.
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Figure 4.12: Overview of hydrogen ion kinetic energy distributions for different final states
of the molecular system (Se-C ion coincidences). Horizontal thick lines indicate the simulated
average energies of the four protons assuming equilibrium geometry of methylselenol and that
all four protons are charged in addition to the two charges on the heavy ions indicated by
the color and the charge-state product. Dots indicate the maximum of the measured proton
KEDs and vertical bars indicate the (non-symmetrical) width of the distribution at half height.
Thin colored lines are meant as a guide to the eye to emphasize the three different slopes of
the dependency of proton KEDs on the charge-state product that is observed for the different
carbon charges, in both simulation and measurement.
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ions, their distance to the heavy-ion neighbors increases rapidly due to their repulsive
Coulomb potential. For example, in one femtosecond, a proton with a kinetic energy
of 27.2 eV (one atomic unit of energy, corresponding to the simulated kinetic energy
of protons from the Se1+ C1+ channel at R0 ) travels a distance of 3.5Å, which is more
than three times the C−H bond length of 1.09Å.
Figure 4.12 shows the measured proton kinetic energies for individual fragmentation channels (symbols indicate the maximum of the KED and the vertical bars
the width at half maximum height). It is clear that the simulated energies (shown
as thick horizontal lines of the same color) for the same final charge states in the
molecule are significantly too high to match the experimental data. Nevertheless,
both, experiment and simulation show a similar dependency on the total molecular
charge (here represented by the product of the final Se and C charge) with a steeper
increase at the beginning, up to qSe · qC = 6, followed by a less steep incline.
This change in slope happens at about the same product charge state, where
two-photon absorption becomes a possible pathway in the production of channels
such as Se5+ C1+ , Se3+ C2+ , and Se4+ C2+ , which were characterized by non-integer
slopes of n = 1.5 or a pulse-energy dependent transition for slope n = 1 to n = 2
(in section 4.2.3, figures 4.8(c) and 4.8(d)). This is an indication that the final
proton energies are less influenced by the increased charge states due to multiphoton absorption, as the protons are already further away and feel less force from
the Coulomb repulsion at the time when a second photon is absorbed and charges
further increase due to (fast) Auger decay(s). The maximum energy measured for
protons, i.e. the high-energy tail of the KED, is 65 eV for the Se9+ C3+ channel
(highest resolved charge state), whereas the simulated energy for this channel is
∼ 100 eV. Interestingly, one clear trend in the simulation, namely smaller slopes
with increasing carbon charge states are clearly visible in the data reflecting the fact
that most protons – three out of four – are closer to the carbon ion.
All charge states where the simulation produces energies that are in the range of
the measured KEDs, are predominately created by absorption of a single photon.
This also gives an upper limit on the timescales on which the protons fly away from
the heavy ions that is on the order of less than 5 fs.
The protons with the lowest kinetic energy produced by the simulation for equilibrium geometry are originating from the selenium site assuming that only Se and
the neighboring H have a charge of 1+ each. This results in protons with an energy
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of 9.7 eV, indicated in figure 4.11 as ”Se1+ C0 ”. Protons of this energy are present
in the low-energy part of all measured proton KEDs. For higher charged channels
with C2+ and C3+ , the KED is shifted to higher energies and, thus, a small feature
around 10 eV can be distinguished – most prominently for the channels of Se3+ C2+ ,
Se1+ C3+ , and Se6+ C3+ in figure 4.11.
In conclusion of this section, it was found that for final charge states that are
higher than Se2+ C2+ and that are produced by absorption of more than one photon,
the ionization and the motion of the nuclei happen on comparable timescales leading
to significant lower kinetic energies of ions (especially of protons) than predicted
by a simple Coulomb explosion model that assumes equilibrium geometry of the
methylselenol molecule. In the next section, the question of whether this interplay
of nuclear motion and sequential ionization affects the possibility to determine the
molecule’s orientation in space will be discussed.

4.2.5

Determination of Molecular Geometry and Orientation by Way of Ion Coincidences

One of the motivations of this work was to examine the feasibility of determining the
molecular orientation of a polyatomic molecule in the course of multiple inner-shell
photoionization by an intense X-ray FEL pulse. The idea behind is to measure the
3D momentum vectors of (fast) ionic fragments, in particular, protons, which then
might provide information on the molecular orientation in the spectrometer (lab)
space. This was partly triggered by findings in molecular dynamics simulations on
the response of larger bio-molecules on intense X-ray FEL irradiation finding fast
protons and other highly charged fast ions [12]. If true, this could provide the longsought-after possibility to determine the orientation of biomolecule in a single FEL
shot desperately needed to sum up the respective photon (coherent) scattering patterns for extracting 3D structure information of individual large biomolecules [139].
The knowledge of molecular orientation for a single molecule in the FEL focus
would allow for a multitude of other spectroscopic measurements, and is a well
established tool in X-ray synchrotron16 experiments [140, 141, 142, 143, 144]. Some
measurements can only be done in a fixed molecular frame, because averaging over
a broad distribution of molecular orientations washes out any anisotropy in the
16

Here the repetition rate of the light pulses is a few MHz compared to 120 Hz at the LCLS.
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Figure 4.13: Measured relative angular distributions of the momentum vectors of C and Se
ions detected in coincidence. The distributions are peaked around cos(α)= −1.0 corresponding
to 180◦ between the momentum vectors of the ions (”back-to-back” motion).

angular distribution of ions and electrons.
For the study of molecular orientation by inspecting fragment momentum vectors, methylselenol represents an ideal benchmark molecule as it has both, a heavy
atom site, allowing for increased X-ray absorption, a hydrogen atom attached to
the Se that is ejected after Se ionization, and a hydrocarbon group which ”represents” the main constituents of a larger biomolecule, eventually producing a proton
”background”.
Technologically, this is achieved by the 3D-momentum imaging technique, where
the full 3D momentum of multiple fragments is determined as introduced in chapter 3. The technique of structural determination of small molecules by ways of fast
fragmentation is also called Coulomb explosion imaging (CEI) and was described in
section 2.3.1.
As can be seen from figure 4.3, the methylselenol molecule contains three hydrogen atoms adjacent to the carbon, with identical angles with respect to the Se-C
axis, and only one H attached to the selenium site. In order to determine the molecular orientation, channel-selective angular distributions of the ionic fragments are
investigated.
The molecule has a figure or pseudo-symmetry axis defined by its two heavy
atoms – the Se−C bond. Since proton momenta are typically considerably smaller
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Figure 4.14: Angles between proton momentum vectors and carbon ion momentum vector
for Se4+ C2+ and Se5+ C2+ coincidences. Both channels show a clear two-peak structure that
can be fitted by a superposition (blue) of two Gaussian curves (red and green) of a width of
20◦ (FWHM) each. The relation of the areas under the two fits is in both cases is three to
one.

than those of the heavy fragments, Se and C fragments are emitted almost strictly
”back-to-back” such that the carbon or selenium momentum vectors indicate the
orientation of the Se−C axis. The measured distribution of angles between C and
Se ion momentum vectors, detected in coincidence, are shown in figure 4.13 for some
channels. From the angular distributions for three exemplary heavy-ion charge states
depicted, one can see that the assumption of Se and C ions flying back-to-back is
more valid for higher charge states, showing a very sharp peak corresponding to 180◦
between the Se and C momentum vectors, allowing for a clear determination of the
Se−C axis by the carbon momentum vector alone.
For dissociation channels with low Se and C charge, such as Se1+ C1+ , the angular
correlation is rather broad which leads to the conclusion that for this channel the
Se and C ions are not always flying back to back but are influenced by proton
momentum contributions. This is only significant for low-charged channels where
dissociation happens more slowly.
Exemplary distributions of emission angles between the carbon and proton momentum vectors for Se4+ C2+ and Se5+ C2+ coincidences are shown in figure 4.14.
The distribution manifests two distinct features centered around 70◦ and 110◦ . The
width of the peaks is defined by the width of the Se-C angle distribution and angular motion of the proton en route to multiple ionization. It was determined by a
Gaussian fit to have a full width at half maximum of 20◦ , and the ratio of the areas
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Figure 4.15: Kinetic energy distributions for protons with C and Se neighbors, respectively. In
both channels, the protons corresponding to the selenium site show increased yields compared
to the carbon site at low KE around ∼ 10 to 20 eV, corresponding to the simulated energies
of protons that result from a system of Se1+/2+ and H+ and an otherwise neutral molecule.

under the respective fits is 3 : 1, corresponding to the three hydrogens next to the
carbon and the one next to the selenium. This finding also represents a verification
for the assumption of four charged protons is justified for the two channels shown
(and possibly also for channels with higher charge states).
Considering the angles from literature [145] in the equilibrium geometry of methylselenol, which are 70.0◦ for the protons next to carbon and 95.5◦ for the protons next
to selenium, it is clear that the measured angles for the carbon-site protons are in
good agreement with the equilibrium geometry, whereas the measured angles for the
protons from the selenium-site are larger than expected. This is due to the nature
of the Coulomb explosion, where each charged particle interacts with all its charged
neighbors. Because of the geometry of the molecule, with a ∼ 90◦ bond angle of the
C−Se−H site and bond lengths of dH−Se = 1.53Å and dC−Se = 1.97Å, the distance
between the Se proton and the carbon is only 2.49Å. This leads to a significant
contribution from the carbon charge, producing a larger ”selenium” proton angle.
This is also discussed in UV-photo dissociation studies on H2 S [146].
The KEDs for protons corresponding to the selenium- and carbon-sites are shown
in figure 4.15. In the symmetrically charged Se2+ C2+ channel (left), the high-energy
side of the KEDs are very similar. Even the more asymmetric channel of Se5+ C2+
shows the same maximum kinetic energy for both, the selenium and the carbon site
protons.
In contrast, a clear difference between the ”carbon” and ”selenium” protons can
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be observed for both channels in the low-energy part of the spectra, namely, considerable enhancement of low-energy features around 10 eV to 20 eV are found for the
Se site protons. According to the simulation, this would correspond to the proton
originating from the vicinity of a singly or doubly charged Se atom, with the rest of
the molecule remaining neutral, that was simulated to result in protons of energies
9.7 eV and 19.3 eV (as shown in figure 4.11). This distinct feature, which can be
observed for essentially all final charge-state combinations, suggests that the lowenergy part of the proton KED reflects the initial step in the sequential build-up
of the total charge of the molecule, whereas the high-energy tail is due to reaction
channels where the molecule is charged fast (before significant nuclear displacement
occurs), and is strongly influenced by the charge rearrangement dynamics.
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4.3

Ionization and Fragmentation in Ethylselenol

The multi-photon ionization of ethylselenol, presented in this section, represents the
extension of the studies described above towards larger systems. In terms of the
molecular constituents, another methylene group (−CH2 −) is added, resulting in
CH3 CH2 SeH – a molecule with three heavy constituents and six hydrogen atoms
(see figure 4.19(d)). The two carbons are attached to the selenium in the form of a
chain (ethyl group).
In ethylselenol, the decay of the L-shell vacancy in Se can now involve two carbon
and six hydrogen atoms. The multiple ionization and charge redistribution dynamics
discussed in the last section for the case of methylselenol, are studied in the following
for this more complex system, employing very similar methods and tools. The data
for ethylselenol were taken at a photon energy of 1.7 keV.

4.3.1

Charge Distribution

The heavy-ion charge states of the molecule are identified in the same way as described for the case of methyselenol in section 4.2.2. The FEL shots where three
ions originate from the same molecule, such as [Se2+ C1+ C1+ ], are identified by using a gate-window in the time-of-flight spectrum corresponding to the individual
arrival times of the ion species. After the three ions are identified, their momenta
are calculated from the corresponding time and position signals.
The resulting yields of all identified heavy-ion charge states produced from ethylselenol after irradiation with 5 fs, 1700 eV, 0.4 mJ FEL pulses is shown in figure 4.16.
The channels with [Sex+ C2+ C1+ ] and [Sex+ C1+ C1+ ] have the overall highest abundances.

Higher charges of the carbon ions are produced less likely as can be

seen from the significant drop in abundance for [Sex+ C3+ C1+ ], [Sex+ C2+ C2+ ], and
[Sex+ C3+ C2+ ] channels. These channels show a plateau-like abundance, all having comparable similar yields with respect to each other. The statistics for the
[Sex+ C3+ C3+ ] channels is insignificant and does not allow for any further interpretation. Note that the channels of [Se7+ C1+ C1+ ], [Se7+ C2+ C1+ ], and [Se7+ C3+ C1+ ]
were omitted from the analysis17 and are, thus, not present in figure 4.16.
For high selenium charges, namely Se8+ and Se9+ , the channels with different
Similar to methylselenol, the overlap of C+ and Se7+ in the ToF because of their same mass
to charge ratio did not allow for their clear distinction and did not allow further analysis.
17
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Figure 4.16: Overview of the yield of the heavy-ion coincidence channels of ethylselenol.
Note that channels of [Se7+ C1+ C1+ ], [Se7+ C2+ C1+ ], and [Se7+ C3+ C1+ ] are omitted because
of hard-to-quantify contributions of false coincidences between Se7+ and C1+ .

charge states on the two carbon ions (non-symmetric) show higher abundances than
those with symmetric charge. This can be attributed to the charge redistribution
mechanism of inter-atomic Auger decay that involves the carbon next to the initial Se
core-vacancy more than the carbon atom at a larger distance. However, a conclusive
proof cannot be provided for all channels, as the two carbon ions detected could not
be clearly attributed to their initial position in the ethylselenol molecule, as will be
further discussed in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.
For channels with higher carbon charges, the yield as a function of selenium-ion
charge shows a maximum that is not at Se1+ but at Se5+ to Se7+ . This is another
indication for redistribution of the charges in the course of an inner-shell vacancy
decay initially located at the selenium site. The average charge state for individual
single ions from ehylselenol is q̄C = 1.33 for carbon ions and q̄Se = 2.97 for selenium
ions, as calculated considering all coincident ion channels.
Figure 4.17 shows the heavy-ion charge measured for ethylselenol fragmentation
(gray bars), in comparison with the charge induced in atomic krypton at a photon
energy of 2000 eV (red bars). Here, the heavy-ion charge distribution without taking
into account the charges carried by the hydrogen fragments closely resembles the
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Figure 4.17: Measured abundance of total heavy-ion charge states in ethylselenol after irradiation with an FEL pulse (5 fs; 1700 eV; 0.4 mJ) compared to the charge-state abundance in
atomic krypton (5 fs; 2000 eV; 0.4 mJ).

data for krypton, which might seem surprising on first glance. The average charge
state induced in Kr, is q̄Kr = 5.92, whereas for ethylselenol the average heavy-ion
charge is q̄Se+C+C = 5.93. If all the hydrogen atoms are considered to be charged
as well, as was found to be a good assumption for the case of methylselenol, six
charges would have to be added to the distribution (black bars). This obviously
leads to much higher charge states than those observed for krypton. Although for
the case of ethylselenol, where three hydrogen atoms are situated far away from the
absorbing Se atom, the assumption of all six protons being charged does not seem
realistic, the data presented in figure 4.17 do indicate that the total charge of the
ethylselenol molecule is higher than that of krypton atoms. Possible reasons for
this are the higher absorption cross section at the lower photon energy used for the
ethylselenol measurement, and a considerably larger number of electrons available
for Auger cascades and other secondary ionization channels.

4.3.2

Fragment Kinetic Energies

The kinetic energies measured for Se and C ions are shown in figure 4.18. The KEDs
represent two exemplary groups of channels, namely [Se2+ C2+ Cx+ ] and [Se4+ C2+ Cx+ ],
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(a) Ethylselenol: Se ion KEDs

(b) Ethylselenol: C2+ ion KEDs

(c) Ethylselenol: Se ion KEDs

(d) Ethylselenol: C2+ ion KEDs

Figure 4.18: Kinetic energy distributions for ionic fragments of ethylselenol irradiated with a
5 fs, 0.4 mJ FEL pulse of 1700 eV photons. Simulated energies are indicated as vertical lines
of the same color.

where only the charge on one of the two carbon atoms varies.
The selenium KEDs do not significantly change for the different channels shown
in figures 4.18(a) and 4.18(c). The KEDs peak at 1 eV for the [Se2+ C2+ Cx+ ] channels
and at around 5 eV for the [Se4+ C2+ Cx+ ] channels. The output values for Se ions
of the Coulomb explosion simulation, assuming equilibrium distances, are shown as
vertical lines of the same color in figures 4.18(a) and 4.18(c), always producing energies that are larger than the values of the maxima of the measured KEDs. For the
[Se4+ C2+ Cx+ ] channels, this discrepancy between measurement and the simulation
is even larger.
The measured KEDs for carbon 2+ ions for the groups of channels of [Se2+ C2+ Cx+ ]
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and [Se4+ C2+ Cx+ ] are shown in figures 4.18(b) and 4.18(d) , respectively. The C2+
KEDs show a dependence on the charge of the Cx+ (second carbon constituent)
that is more pronounced than for the selenium ions, where the measured kinetic
energies shift towards higher energies for increasing Cx+ charge. In comparison
to the simulation, however, the two groups of channels show a different behavior.
Those of [Se2+ C2+ C1+ ], [Se4+ C2+ C1+ ], [Se4+ C2+ C2+ ] produce C2+ ions with kinetic
energies that are lower than the simulated energies for the same channels (vertical
lines of same color shown in figures 4.18(b) and 4.18(d)). However, the channels of
[Se2+ C2+ C3+ ], [Se2+ C2+ C2+ ], and [Se4+ C2+ C3+ ] show broad KEDs that are exceeding the simulated kinetic energies for C2+ ions.
This, most likely, has the same reasons as discussed for the case of qC > qSe
in methylselenol. In ethylselenol, however, these ”asymmetric” channels have the
form (qC,1 + qC,2 ) ≥ qSe , which is fulfilled by all three cases discussed above. In
order to reproduce the measured high-energy tail of the distribution, charge states
of the heavy fragments higher, than those finally detected, have to be put into the
simulation.

4.3.3

Three-Body Breakup

Figure 4.19 shows angular correlations between the selenium and the two carbon
ions for the three channels [Se1+ C2+ C1+ ], [Se2+ C2+ C1+ ], and [Se3+ C2+ C1+ ]. The
asymmetric channels with (qC,1 + qC,2 ) ≥ qSe in figures 4.19(a) and 4.19(b) show
broad angular distributions as well as some features of carbon-carbon angles around
90◦ (cos(α) = 0), 80◦ (cos(α) = −0.2), and even smaller angles. This is different
for the [Se3+ C2+ C1+ ] channel shown in figure 4.19(c) where the angular distribution
has a rather narrow peak around cos(α) = −0.29 corresponding to a seleniumcarbon angle of 107◦ (in good agreement with the equilibrium angle of 110◦ ) and a
carbon-carbon angle of about 130◦ (cos(α) ≈ −0.64). This corresponding geometric
arrangement is illustrated in figure 4.19(d).
The good agreement with expected angles for higher Se charges suggests that
the determination of the molecular orientation and, consequently, the distinction
between the two carbons ions, one next to selenium and the one further away, is
in general possible, given the short, intense 5 fs FEL pulses used. However, the
low statistics of the measurement presented here, that in particular affects channels
with higher selenium charges, does not allow for precise determination of the angles
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because of broad distributions. In addition to that, the momentum vectors of all
three fragments lie roughly in the same plane and have angles of about 130◦ with
respect to each other, making an unambiguous assignment of the carbon ions even
more challenging. Detailed, angular-resolved analysis of ion yields as well as studies
of bending motion in the molecule upon multiple ionization is, thus, not further
pursued in this work.
Nevertheless, for the [Se3+ C2+ C1+ ] channel shown in figure 4.19(c), the angular
distributions give a hint, that the C2+ ion is originating from the site close to the
selenium and the C1+ ion is from the site further away. This supports the earlier
hypothesis that in ”asymmetric” channels the carbon ions with higher charge states
are the ones closer to the selenium site having a larger overlap for inter-atomic Auger
decay.
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Figure 4.19: Angular correlations between the three heavy-ion fragments for three different
channels (a - c). Angles are given in values of cos(α). For the [Se3+ C2+ C1+ ] channel a
schematic of the measured angles is given (d), indicating the directions of the measured
momentum vectors (blue arrows).
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4.4

Iodine Chloride

In this section, experimental results on multiple ionization and fragmentation of the
iodine chloride (ICl) molecule are presented. The main goal of this study is to extend the experiments on selenium-containing compounds described in the previous
sections towards chemically different molecular systems with even heavier atomic
constituents. The interhalogen molecule, iodine chloride, is composed of iodine and
chlorine atoms forming a highly polar covalent bond because of their difference in
the electronegativity. The molecule has an average mass of 162.4 amu and contains
70 electrons. The high-Z of the iodine constituent results in an increased photoabsorption cross sections and, thus, in the production of even higher charge levels compared to the studies presented so far in this thesis. The study of iodine-containing
molecules is further motivated by earlier results on atomic xenon [24, 121], a system
with similar absorption cross sections and inner-shell electronic structure to iodine.
In xenon, ultra-efficient ionization at 1500 eV photon energy, leading to the production of extremely high charge states up to Xe36+ , was observed for a pulse energy
of 2.5 mJ and a (nominal) pulse duration of 120 fs. Furthermore, the fact that ICl
is a diatomic molecule removes the uncertainties in the determination of the final
charge states, discussed in sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.1, allowing for the clear separation
of different fragmentation channels.
In order to compare the data with the earlier results on xenon [24, 121], chargestate distributions for the fragmentation of ICl were measured at two different photon
energies, 1500 eV and 2000 eV. The analysis of the kinetic energies of ionic fragments
is performed only for the photon energy of 1500 eV, where considerably higher ionization levels are achieved.

4.4.1

Charge Distribution: A Half-Stripped Molecule

To determine the total charge produced in the ICl molecule upon multiple photoionization by an intense 120 fs FEL pulse, coincident detection of the iodine and chlorine
ions is employed. In the present case of a diatomic molecule, the identification of
different fragmentation channels is much simpler than for the polyatomic molecules
discussed before. First, it is now possible to measure all fragments in coincidence
without requiring very large statistics (relative to the molecules presented before).
This removes the uncertainties introduced by incomplete measurement of all ionic
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(a) Iodine chloride: Channel yields for h̄ω =
2000 eV; 120 fs; 3.6 mJ

(b) Iodine chloride: Channel yields for h̄ω =
1500 eV; 120 fs; 2.5 mJ

Figure 4.20: Yield of individual coincident ion channels for iodine chloride for two different
photon energies. Prominent ”dips” in the distributions such as the one around I22+ Cl6+ are
artifacts from the analysis which result from the suppression of false coincidences between two
chlorine ions which are dominating at channels where iodine and chlorine ions have very similar
mass to charge ratios and, thus, a similar time-of-flight.

fragments. Second, the ICl molecule is almost monoisotopic, with iodine having only
a single isotope and chlorine having only two isotopes with a ratio of about 3 to 1.
This results in the reduction of ambiguous assignment of mass due to isotopes and,
thus, improves the precision of coincidence determination.
The abundances of the measured final charge states, as determined by coincidence
detection of both ionic fragments, for iodine chloride irradiated by an 120 fs FEL
pulse for the two photon energies of 1500 eV and 2000 eV are shown in figure 4.20.
From figure 4.20(a) it can be seen that the charges of the Cl and the I ions are
correlated. The iodine charge state having the highest yield is changing as a function
of the coincident chlorine charge state.
Comparing figure 4.20(a) and figure 4.20(b), it is obvious that at 1500 eV, much
higher charge states are created, at an even lower total pulse energy of 2.5 mJ
(2 keV 3.6 mJ) corresponding however, to similar numbers of photons in the pulses.
While for 2000 eV, the highest charge states observed with statistical significance
are I20+ Cl6+ and I21+ Cl5+ , charge-state combinations up to I28+ Cl6+ are measured
at 1500 eV photon energy. The latter represents a final state where the molecule has
lost almost half of its 70 electrons.
For the case of 2000 eV, the average charge state measured for chlorine ions is
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q̄Cl = 2.87 and for iodine q̄I = 4.96. The average total charge induced in the
ICl molecule is q̄Cl+I = 7.83 (q̄Xe = 7.22). At 1500 eV, the average charge state
measured for chlorine ions is q̄Cl = 3.25 and for iodine q̄I = 6.62. The average total
charge induced in the ICl molecule is q̄Cl+I = 9.87 (q̄Xe = 9.75). Note that the Xe
data were taken under the same experimental conditions of pulse duration, pulse
energy, and focus size. These numbers prove that the overall charge induced in ICl
is increased significantly for 1500 eV photon energy, compared to 2000 eV. This can
be understood qualitatively by considering the larger cross section for the iodine
M-shell ionization at 1500 eV, compared to 2000 eV, where the L-shell of iodine is
still out of reach. The difference is further enhanced by the effect of resonanceenabled X-ray multiple ionization (REXMI) [24], which for the case of atomic Xe
was shown to play an important role in the present intensity regime at 1500 eV, but
not at 2000 eV, leading to a difference in the charge-state distributions for these two
photon energies similar to the one observed in this work for ICl.
To compare the present results with the measurements for atomic Xe18 , the abundances of the total charge states in ICl are deduced from figure 4.20 by adding the
yields of channels with same sum charge qI + qCl . These yields are shown in figure 4.21 as a function of the sum-charge for the two photon energies of 1500 eV and
2000 eV.
From the comparison of ICl and Xe at 1500 eV (figure 4.21(b)), it is apparent
that for both distributions, the maximum charge state is around 34+, and the overall
distribution is very similar for both targets. The shapes of the distributions, however,
exhibit some minor differences for charge states above 22+. The distribution of ICl
shows a smooth monotonic decrease towards higher charge states, whereas Xe shows
a ”hump”, at around 27+.
In the case of 2000 eV photon energy, the charge distributions of Xe and ICl are
very similar. In both cases the charge state up to 26+ are observed.
Going back to figure 4.20, another feature that can be found in the channel yields
for 1500 eV, besides the much higher total charge states, is the increase in channels
with high chlorine but low iodine charge, such as I3+ Cl6+ and I3+ Cl5+ , which are
almost absent in the 2000 eV photon energy measurement.
The production of high chlorine charge states, however, can happen differently
18

For detailed information on the multi-photon ionization of xenon see reference [24] and the
dissertation of Benedikt Rudek [121]
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(a) Iodine chloride: Charge-state abundance for h̄ω = 2000 eV; 120 fs; 3.6 mJ
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(b) Iodine chloride: Charge-state abundance for h̄ω = 1500 eV; 120 fs; 2.5 mJ

Figure 4.21: Charge-state abundances of iodine chloride (qI + qCl ) and xenon for two different
photon energies of 2000 eV and 1500 eV. The ICl and Xe data were taken with the same beam
parameters.
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than for the afore discussed asymmetric channels in selenols, with high carbon charge
states. This is because of the relative magnitude of the photoabsoption cross sections
between the two heavy constituents in each of these molecules. Whereas the ratio in
cross sections are more than 60 to 1 between selenium and carbon in methylselenol,
the ratio between iodine and chlorine19 is about 14 to 1 only.
In order to estimate the effect of the photoabsorption by the chlorine atom, one
can consider single-photon ionization of the Ar L-shell at ∼ 1500 eV studied in reference [46], since Ar has an absorption cross sections and electronic structure similar
to Cl. There, charge states up to Ar6+ are produced, and the highest abundances
were observed for Ar2+ (47%) and Ar3+ (37%). Expecting similar ionization level
of the chlorine atom, one can assume that the asymmetric channels with qCl > qI
in the case of ICl are produced by single or two-photon absorption by the chlorine
L-shell rather than by sequential multi-photon absorption of the iodine M-shell and
subsequent inter-atomic molecular Auger decay.

4.4.2

Kinetic Energies of Iodine and Chlorine Ionic Fragments

For the study of the ionization dynamics in iodine chloride, the kinetic energies of the
two fragment ions are investigated. In comparison to methylselenol, the two atoms
in ICl have both relatively high masses of mCl = 35.5 amu and mI = 126.9 amu.
This suggests ion motion to be slower for the same kinetic energies. On the other
hand, as shown above, total charge states produced in ICl are considerably higher.
The kinetic energy distributions for iodine and chlorine ions, measured in coincidence, are shown in figure 4.22 for a few exemplary final charge states. Note that
yields of some channels are scaled as indicated in the figure to give a better overview.
Both, iodine and chlorine KEDs show very good agreement with simulated energies for the lowest channel that is shown, i.e I3+ Cl1+ . Similar to the case of
methylselenol discussed in section 4.2.4, the KEDs of the higher charge-state channels show a maximum at an energy that is smaller than that of the simulation. This
discrepancy increases with higher total charge state. For the I9+ Cl6+ channel the
simulated energies are beyond the high-energy tail of the measured KEDs. Similar
to the case of Se containing compounds, the deviations of the maxima of the mea19

Total photoabsorption cross sections: At 1500 eV: 824 kBarn for iodine, 57.4 kBarn for chlorine;
At 2000 eV: 419 kBarn for iodine, 26.5 kBarn for chloride (values calculated using XCOM, NIST)
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(a) Iodine ion kinetic energies for h̄ω
1500 eV

=

(b) Chlorine ion kinetic energies for h̄ω =
1500 eV

Figure 4.22: Kinetic energy distributions of iodine (a) and chlorine (b) ions for a representative
set of final charge states. Kinetic energies produced by the Coulomb explosion simulation are
shown as vertical lines of the same color with respective channel names next to them. Note
that the yield of some channels was multiplied by a factor (as indicated in the legend) to allow
for a better contrast.

sured KEDs from the simulated CE values originate from the motion of the nuclei
on the time scale of multiple ionization.
By adding the kinetic energies of both fragments measured in coincidence on a
shot-to-shot basis, the sum kinetic energy (sKED) is produced. These sKEDs are
shown as a function of the charge-state product qI × qCl in figure 4.23.
The maxima of the sKEDs for individual charge-state combinations are indicated
by respective symbols; the vertical bars give the (non-symmetrical) widths of the
distribution at half maximum height. The red curve in figure 4.23 indicates the
calculated Coulomb-repulsion energy for the respective charge-state product, using
the equilibrium internuclear distance R = 2.32Å.
It can be seen that the measured energies are in agreement with the calculated
curve for channels up to a charge-state product of ∼ 10 (see zoomed view). For
higher charge products, as well as for the asymmetric channels I1+ Cl6+ , I2+ Cl5+ ,
and I2+ Cl6+ (further discussed later), the calculated energies are much higher than
the measured sKEDs. This is, again, caused by the fact that significant nuclear
motion happens en route to multiple ionization of the molecule. As a consequence,
the two ionic fragments reach their final charge states at internuclear distances considerably larger than the equilibrium value. First, photoionization and subsequent
110
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Figure 4.23: Summed kinetic energies of iodine and chlorine ions, measured in coincidence
as a function of the charge-state product qI · qCl .

Auger decay trigger the dissociation of the molecule, and the internuclear distance
begins to increase. As the charge state is further increased by slower Auger decays,
and possibly, by the absorption of a second (third, fourth,...) X-ray photon, the
internuclear distance has already increased and, thus, the Coulomb repulsion force
is less than for the case of the same charge states at smaller (equilibrium) distance.
This leads to a final kinetic energy of the fragments that is (significantly) lower than
expected for vertical or instantaneous ionization at close to equilibrium internuclear
distance.
Another interesting feature shown in figure 4.23 are the low sKEDs for the asymmetric channels IX+ Cl6+ and IX+ Cl5+ with X < 6. The maxima (symbols) of the
sKEDs can be traced by an ”S-shaped” trend, as indicated by the dotted lines connecting the IX+ Cl5+ and IX+ Cl6+ channel groups. The IX+ Cl6+ channels with low
iodine charge state have a very low sum kinetic energy that shows a steep increase at
the transition from I5+ Cl6+ to I7+ Cl6+ . As discussed above, these channels are likely
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produced by photoabsorption at the chlorine atom. If this is the case, rather low
sKED values can be explained by considering longer Auger lifetimes for the chlorine
L-shell vacancy compared to the iodine M-shell (∼ 6 fs and ∼ 0.2 fs, respectively).
This increases the average time required to reach a given final charge state, and,
as explained above, results in lower kinetic energies of the fragments. The steep
increase of the sKEDs for I5+ Cl6+ , I6+ Cl6+ , and I7+ Cl6+ channels can then be interpreted as the transition to the pathways where absorption by the iodine M-shell
starts to dominate.
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4.5

Methyl Iodide

Methyl iodide is bridging the gap between the measurements on selenol compounds
and iodine chloride. It allows one to study the fragmentation dynamics of a polyatomic molecule containing few hydrogen atoms in the regime of higher charge states
reached by efficient iodine M-shell ionization with 1500 eV photon energy that was
demonstrated for ICl.

4.5.1

Charge Distribution

The charge-state distribution induced in methyl iodide exposed to 100 fs, 1500 eV
LCLS pulses is shown in figure 4.24. Charge states of up to iodine 22+ and carbon 4+
are observed in coincidence. The coincidence channels show a similar correlation
between the carbon and the iodine charge than the one observed in iodine chloride.
The average charge state measured for carbon ions is q̄C = 1.80 and for iodine
q̄I = 4.10. The average total charge induced in the ICl molecule is q̄C+I = 5.90
(q̄Xe = 7.31; under same experimental conditions).
The measured heavy-ion charge-state distribution for methyl iodide is shown in
figure 4.25 (as indicated by the red bars). Assuming the three hydrogen atoms at
the carbon site to be charged, a total molecular charge state (blue bars) can be
deduced in a similar way as for the case of methylselenol (section 4.2.2). Comparing
the charge-state abundance with the one measured for atomic xenon under the
same experimental conditions (green bars), it can be seen that the distributions
are similar. However, the maximum charge state observed as well as the shape of
the xenon distribution for charge states higher than 10 do follow the methyl iodine
heavy-ion charge distribution rather than the one assuming three additional charged
hydrogen fragments.

4.5.2

Kinetic Energies of Ions

Similar to the methylselenol molecule, discussed in section 4.2, methyl iodide is also
composed of atoms with three very different masses. In this case, the ratio in mass
between I:C:H is about 127:12:1, so differences are even more pronounced than for
methylselenol.
The kinetic energy distribution of iodine and carbon ions for an exemplary set
of heavy-ion charge state channels are shown in figure 4.26(a) and figure 4.26(b),
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Figure 4.24: Yield of heavy-ion-fragment coincident channels for methyl iodide as a function
of charge states at h̄ω = 1500 eV, 100 fs pulse length and 0.7 mJ average pulse energy.
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Figure 4.25: Abundances of heavy-ion and total molecular charge for methyl iodide at h̄ω =
1500 eV, 100 fs pulse length and 0.7 mJ average pulse energy compared to the abundance of
atomic xenon under the same experimental conditions.
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(a) Methyl iodide: Iodine KEDs

(b) Methyl iodide: Carbon KEDs

(c) Methyl iodide: Proton KEDs

Figure 4.26: Kinetic energy distributions of iodine (a), carbon (b), and hydrogen (c) ions for
a representative set of final charge-state channels. Kinetic energies produced by the Coulomb
explosion simulation are shown as vertical lines of the same color with respective channel names
next to them. Note that the yield of some channels was multiplied by a factor (as indicated
in the legend) for better visibility.
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respectively. For the lowest shown charge state, i.e. I2+ C1+ , the simulated energy,
indicated by the vertical lines of the same color with the channel name next to
it, fits well to the maximum of the measured KED. Similar to the afore-discussed
molecules, for higher charge states the simulation increasingly overestimates the
measured kinetic energies. The simulated energies for I and C ions for the higher
charged channels, shown in figures 4.26(a) and 4.26(b), are actually at the end of
the high-energy tail of the measured KEDs. This discrepancy between the Coulomb
model and the measurement is more severe than observed for the case of methylselenol in chapter 4.2 and is a consequence of the longer pulse duration of 100 fs, which
increases the possible delay between the absorption of individual photons.
Looking at the measured KEDs for the protons for the same channels, shown
in figure 4.26(c), it can be seen that the differences in the KEDs of the individual
channels are subtle. For all depicted channels, even for the lowest charge state of
I2+ C1+ , the measured kinetic energies are substantially lower than the simulated
ones. However, in the I2+ C1+ channel, there is a small peak at the high-energy end
of the KED that is in good agreement with the simulation, suggesting that these
protons come from a fast de-excitation pathway, that outruns any significant nuclear
motion.
The sum kinetic energy distributions of the heavy ionic fragments, iodine and
carbon, are shown in figure 4.27 as a function of the product of their charge states.
Considering a diatomic complex I−C, and neglecting the hydrogens, the final kinetic
energy can be estimated from the initial potential energy of the system at the equilibrium internuclear distance R0 = 2.14 Å using equation 4.2. This is indicated by
the red solid line in figure 4.27. It can be stated that this line is only in accordance
with the sKEDs measured for the low charge states up to a product of 5. For higher
charges, the sKEDs show a deviation towards lower energies that increases with a
higher charge-state product. Here, the measured KED values can be reasonably
approximated by the line corresponding to R = 4 Å, which, gives an estimate for
the lower limit of the stretching in the I−C bond.
For asymmetric channels, qC > qI , such as I1+ C2+ and I1+ C3+ , the measured
KEDs are significantly higher than expected by calculations assuming the measured
final charge states and the equilibrium geometry of the methyl iodine molecule.
This resembles the observations that were made for methyselenol for the same type
of asymmetric channels in section 4.2.4.1.
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Figure 4.27: Summed kinetic energies of heavy-ion-fragment coincident channels as a function
of charge-state product at h̄ω = 1500 eV. IX+ C4+ channels only show the mean of the sKED
for the individual channels due to low statistics for those channels (see text).

Note that the IX+ C4+ channels in figure 4.27 are represented differently than the
other channels with lower carbon ion charge. The symbols represent the average
of the sum kinetic energies measured for the respective channel, rather than the
position of the maximum of the KED. The width of the distribution is not given, as
it could not be reliably determined, because of a very broad spread in energy and
low count rates for individual energy bins. The lower statistics of these channels
prohibit a more detailed analysis that is employed for the other channels.
The anomalously high fragment energies for the channels where the predominantly absorbing heavy atom is charged less than the carbon fragment most likely
result from the same charge redistribution process that was discussed for methylselenol in section 4.2.4.1. The I−C complex is initially charged higher than indicated
by its final charge states, resulting in a Coulomb explosion at small R producing
high fragment energies, and, subsequently sharing the charge with the neighboring
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protons. This assumption is further supported by the fact that the sum energy of I
and C fragments measured for the I1+ C4+ channel is very close to the value observed
for the I4+ C4+ final state, i.e., the one which differs in charge by the number of hydrogen constituents in the methyl iodide molecule. Note that a similar trend can
be also observed in figure 4.10 for methylselenol, where the sum energy for Se1+ C3+
resembles the value of the Se5+ C3+ channel. Finally, this hypothesis can be verified
using the data presented in figure 4.23 for the ICl molecule, which does not contain
H constituents. There, all measured kinetic energies lie on or well below the line
corresponding to the CE at the equilibrium distance of the neutral molecule.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
Within this thesis, the dynamics of multiple ionization and fragmentation of several
small molecules containing single high-Z atoms, namely selenium or iodine, induced
by intense X-ray FEL pulses has been investigated in detail by employing coincident ion momentum spectroscopy. Pulse intensities ranging up to 3.5 · 1017 W cm−2 ,
significantly larger than in previous studies at synchrotrons, resulting in considerable contributions of multi-photon absorption within one pulse, never investigated
in a coincident fragment measurement before. This work aimed at bridging the gap
between experiments on isolated atoms and extended polyatomic systems, such as
clusters and biomolecules, by understanding the role of the environment in multiple
inner-shell ionization and unveiling accompanying charge redistribution processes.
Such processes are expected to be of considerable importance for imaging of biological samples, nanocrystals or individual viruses, since the sample might suffer
significant damage, localized around specific sites containing high-Z elements, that
cannot be accounted for by scaling factors [20]. Moreover, this study should answer
the question, whether a shot-to-shot orientation of (large) molecules by inspecting
the momentum vectors of (fast) protons being emitted along the bond direction with
a neighboring heavy-ion that might be attached at the rim of a large biomolecules.
If so, the method would have significant potential impact on FEL-based imaging of
biological samples.
The molecules selected for this work, methylselenol, ethylselenol, iodine chloride
and methyl iodide, represent insightful prototype systems for addressing these issues.
The large absorption cross section of the heavy atom constituent enhances the overall
ionization level, and localizes the initial photoabsorption, enabling the investigation
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of subsequent charge rearrangement phenomena under well-defined initial conditions.
Moreover, the data can be directly compared with the results on the isolated atomic
counterparts with similar electronic structure, i.e. krypton and xenon atoms for
selenium- and iodine-containing molecules, respectively.
The coincident 3D ion momentum studies on small molecules (CH3 SeH, CH3 I,
ICl) show that the total charge produced in such molecular systems is very close to
the charge created in an isolated atom with similar number of electrons and absorption cross sections as the heavier constituent in the molecule, although the individual
charge states observed for the heavy atom embedded in a molecular environment are
significantly lower than for the case of an isolated atom. This indicates that efficient
(and fast) electron rearrangement mechanisms are at work in polyatomic systems.
Very high levels of ionization are found for iodine-containing molecules at 1.5 keV,
e.g. the ICl molecules looses nearly half of its initial 70 electrons. This suggests
that the mechanism of resonantly-enhanced X-ray ionization (REXMI) discovered
in [24, 121] for Xe atoms does also significantly enhance ionization for iodine in the
molecular environment. This is further substantiated by a lower degree of ionization observed at 2 keV photon energy, where lower cross sections do not allow for
reaching the charge states at which REXMI pathways starting from the M-shell are
energetically possible for present pulse intensities.
For the larger molecule C2 H5 SeH, the charge-state distribution is shifted to higher
values compared to its atomic counterpart, krypton, although a larger uncertainty
in the exact final charge state of the molecule and a difference in photon energy
(1.7 keV vs. 2 keV for krypton) prevent an exact quantitative comparison. The
reason for the observed discrepancy most likely results from the larger total number
of electrons available to participate in the Auger cascades and shake-off processes
in ethylselenol as well as from the existence of an additional carbon atom in the
molecule.
Further information on the ionization and fragmentation dynamics could be obtained from the kinetic energies of the fragments measured for each final charge state
of the molecule and from their comparison with the outcome of a Coulomb explosion
model which assumes instantaneous removal of all ionized electrons and subsequent
Coulomb explosion at the equilibrium geometry of the neutral molecule. In addition,
the number of X-ray photons involved in the ionization processes for a given channel could be deduced from the measured intensity dependence of the corresponding
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ion yield in the case of methylselenol. For channels produced by single-photon absorption, the measured kinetic energies of the carbon, selenium, iodine and chlorine
fragments are in good agreement with the simulated values, suggesting that there
is no significant motion of the (heavy) nuclei on the time scale of the first Auger
steps (typically sub-fs for Se and I atoms at keV photon energies). However, for
higher charge states which are reached after absorption of two or more photons,
the measured kinetic energies are significantly lower than the simulated ones. This
can be understood by considering the following sequence of events: The first photoionization and subsequent Auger decays trigger an elongation of the bonds or the
dissociation of the molecule, and, as a result the internuclear distance begins to
grow. As the charge state is further increased by slower Auger decays, and possibly,
by the absorption of a second (3rd, 4th,...) X-ray photon, the internuclear distance
has already increased, and ionic fragments reach their final charge states at internuclear distances considerably higher than those in the equilibrium geometry of the
molecule. As a consequence, the Coulomb repulsion force is much less than for the
case of the same charge states reached at the equilibrium distance, resulting in final kinetic energies of the fragments that are (significantly) lower than expected for
vertical ionization at the equilibrium geometry. The estimated lower limit for the
stretching of the bond lengths ranges from ∼ 3 Å in methylselenol with nominally
5 fs pulses to ∼ 4 Å in methyl iodide with nominally 80 fs pulses.
In contrast to the heavier ions, the lightest ionic fragments – protons – appear
to be considerably displaced even within the very short time of the FEL pulse (in
1 fs, a proton with one atomic unit of energy (27.2 eV) moves about 3.5 Å, i.e. more
than a bond length). Therefore, the measured protons never exhibit the simulated
CE energies corresponding to the equilibrium internuclear distances. The broad kinetic energy distributions for protons point towards the co-existence of pathways
where the protons leave the system at a very early stage of ionization, and of those
where the protons ”see” a significant portion of the final molecular charge at small
internuclear distances, resulting in a high-energy tail in their kinetic energy distribution. Although for most of the cases, the assumption of instantaneous multi-electron
removal and Coulomb explosion at the equilibrium internuclear distance typically
yields the upper limit for the measured kinetic energies of the fragments, this is not
the case for channels where carbon atoms are charged higher than selenium or iodine
atoms (observed in methylselenol and methyl iodide, respectively). These channels,
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whose charge distribution represents an indication for charge redistribution within
the molecular systems, exhibit broad kinetic energy distributions with their maxima
well beyond the predictions of the Coulomb explosion model. These anomalously
high kinetic energies exceeding the values expected for Coulomb explosion at equilibrium distances might be explained by a shortening of the bonds prior to dissociation.
A more likely interpretation, however, is that for these channels, the heavy atoms in
the molecule are initially charged significantly higher than the final-state sum charge
of the two heavy fragments, and that the excess charge is transferred to the protons
only after the heavy fragments have reached high kinetic energies. This hypothesis
is further corroborated by the fact that this effects is not present in the diatomic
ICl molecule, which does not contain protons.
Finally, this work demonstrated that coincident CE imaging can provide useful information about the spatial orientation of the molecule even for the case of
sequential few-photon induced fragmentation. This has been proven by revealing
three-particle angular correlation in the fragmentation of methylselenol and ethylselenol. For the larger molecule, the carbon fragment initially located next to the
selenium atom could be identified for some channels, while for methylselenol, the
protons originating from the selenium and carbon sites could be distinguished. The
angular distribution of the protons is rather broad, whereas the selenium and carbon
atoms are essentially emitted back to back, and exhibit angular correlations which
become sharper with increasing charge states.
The results described above have direct implications for coherent diffractive imaging. The comparison between measured kinetic energies of the fragments with the
Coulomb explosion model yields a direct estimate of the atomic displacement on the
time scale of the ionization processes, thus, defining the extent of radiation-induced
damage on the atomic length scale. The results clearly indicate that all imaging
schemes aimed to ”outrun” damage effects require ultrashort pulses of only a few
femtoseconds duration, and that local ”hot spots” of increased radiation damage in
the vicinity of high-Z atoms (e.g., iron or sulfur constituents in some biological systems) have to be taken into account for the interpretation of corresponding imaging
data. Although the idea to retrieve orientation of larger, nanoscale systems from the
emission angles of the fast protons [139] seems to be, to a large extent, unfeasible
because of the ultrafast charge redistribution observed, the ion angular patterns of
the heavier fragments can be exploited to determine the molecular orientation for
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further applications, e.g., photoelectron spectroscopy in the molecular frame.
The techniques of coincident ion momentum imaging spectroscopy, described in
this work, as well as the related ion-electron coincidence spectroscopy, which enables
measurements in the molecular frame, were initially developed at ion-accelerator
and synchrotron facilities operating at megahertz repetition rates. This allows to
collect significant statistics on processes with low cross sections in a reasonable time
window. In contrast, at today’s X-FELs such as the LCLS operating at 120 Hz
repetition rate, the accumulation of significant statistics for the class of coincidence
experiments presented in this work is a challenging task given the fact that beamtime
at these facilities is limited and highly competitive. As a result, taking multi-particle
coincidence data sets for a larger variety of FEL parameters such as different photon
energies or pulse lengths is extremely challenging.
However, this will change dramatically with the advent of new XFELs such as the
European X-FEL in Hamburg, where the FEL design is based on superconducting
accelerator technology and will offer repetition rates of up to 27 kHz. This will open
up completely new dimensions for the techniques described in this work, enabling,
in particular, photoelectron diffraction, holography, or fluorescence experiments on
molecules ”fixed in space” by coincident angle-resolved detection of emitted ionic
fragments.
New ways to control the pulse length of the electron bunch and, consequently,
the length of the photon pulse were developed [111] and recently successfully tested
in rare-gas cluster experiments [28], allowing the study of the ionization processes
described in this work as a function of pulse length. Thus, radiation damage mechanisms can be further investigated in view of the question of how short the pulse has
to be in order to fulfill the requirements for the successful realization of the ”diffract
before destroy” approach [12].
On the other hand, recent improvements on the timing control between an optical (IR) laser and the FEL pulse at the LCLS AMO beamline [147] now allow
to perform detailed studies of time-dependent processes on a sub 100 fs timescale.
This capability can be efficiently used for a variety of time-resolved laser pump –
X-ray probe techniques [85]. In particular, in the light of this work, this enables
the study of molecules that undergo dynamics triggered by the IR laser (so-called
pump pulse) using the FEL pulses as a probe. With respect to the results on charge
transfer presented in this work, the dissociation of the molecule, that is triggered by
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the IR laser can be seen as a transition from an intact molecule towards two separate atoms. A proof-of-principles experiment of this kind was recently performed
using the setup described in this work with only minor changes to include the pump
laser. Here, methyliodide was first dissociated using the AMO IR laser, and after
a certain time delay t interacted with the FEL. Investigating the kinetic energies
of the molecular fragments as a function of the delay between the IR and the FEL
pulses, the dynamics of the dissociation triggered by the IR pulse can be mapped.
This is illustrated in figure 5.1, where part of the time-of-flight spectrum, resulting
from the LCLS-induced fragmentation of the CH3 I molecule dissociated by an 800 nm
IR laser pulse is shown as a function of IR/X-ray pump-probe delay. Here, each of the
ionic species results in a group of lines symmetric with respect to the TOF of the ion
with zero momentum along the TOF axis due to the ions initially flying towards or
away from the detector. Delay-dependent structures indicated by the arrows reflect
the decreasing kinetic energy of the fragments with increasing internuclear distance
(in the case of figure 5.1, the distance between the iodine atom and the methyl group)
as the molecule dissociates over two pathways with different dissociation energies.
For each dissociation channel, the measured kinetic energy of the fragments can
be recalculated into the internuclear distance using the Coulomb law. Using this
approach, the key processes studied in this work can be investigated as a function of
the internuclear distance. This will enable an unambiguous determination of the role
of molecular partners in the X-ray ionization, and disentangle the contributions from
intra- and interatomic electronic relaxation channels. As a next step in the same
direction, Auger electron energies from the dissociating molecules can be measured
as a function of the internuclear distance, resolving a long-standing discussion of
”atomic” and ”molecular” contributions in molecular Auger spectra [148].
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Figure 5.1: (a) Time-of-flight spectrum of I5+ and I6+ ions resulting from the LCLS-induced
fragmentation of CH3 I molecules dissociated by an 800 nm IR laser pulse, shown as a function
of IR/ X-ray pump-probe delay. (b) Time-of-flight spectrum for two respective delays between
the IR pump pulse and the 1500 eV X-ray probe pulse. The red curve shows the spectrum
where the IR pulse arrives 1 ps before the FEL pulse; the blue curve shows the spectrum where
the IR pulse arrives 0.1 ps before the FEL pulse. The change of the shape of the TOF peaks
reflects large internuclear distance and, thus, decreased Coulomb explosion energy at large
IR/X-ray delays.
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Appendix A
More Experiment Parameters
Overview of General LCLS Parameters
Gain length:

3.5 m for hard X-rays 1.5 Å
1.6 m for soft X-rays 15 Å

Saturation length:

60 m for 1.5 Å

Length of total undulator system: 132 m (with 3.4 m single undulator length)
Undulator period:

λU = 3 cm

Undulator gap height:

6.8 mm

Deflection Parameter:

K = 3.5

Undulator magnetic field:

B0 = 1.5 T
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Figure A.1: Time-of-flight spectra measured with FEL parameters as indicated in the legends.
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Appendix B
Coulomb Explosion Simulations

Fragmentation Channel Simulated Energy Proton next neighbor
Se+ + H+

9.7 eV

Se

Se2+ + H+

19.3 eV

Se

Se+ + C+ + H+

14.4 eV

Se

Se+ + C+ + H+

18.1 eV

C

Se2+ + C+ + H+

24.1 eV

Se

Se2+ + C+ + H+

23.9 eV

C

Se2+ + C2+ + H+

28.5 eV

Se

Se2+ + C2+ + H+

36.5 eV

C

Se3+ + C+ + H+

33.9 eV

Se

Se3+ + C+ + H+

29.7 eV

C

Se3+ + C2+ + H+

38.2 eV

Se

Se3+ + C2+ + H+

42.4 eV

C

Table B.1: Table of charge state configurations and their respective simulated proton energies.
Note that for these calculations only the fragments listed in the left of the table were considered
and the rest of the atoms remained neutral.
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Figure B.1: Simulated time dependence of kinetic energies and internuclear distances for
two Se-C charge states. Charges of ions are indicated above the figures and the equilibrium
geometry of the molecule is used.
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Appendix C
Momentum Sums

Figure C.1: Sum of selenium and carbon ion momenta in the Z-component, along the spectrometer axis (time of flight axis) for 4 different channels. The momentum-sum distribution
shows 5 peaks corresponding to the 5 (most abundant) isotopes of selenium.
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